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Abstract

Recent developments in artificial intelligence have led to incredible inno-
vations that are rapidly becoming part of our daily lives. This is the case
of deepfakes, a new practice that allows generating hyper-realistic fake
multimedia content. For example, it is possible to replace one person’s
face with that of another in a photo or video or imitate the voice of
someone by making them say anything.

However, significant innovations often come with great threats. In fact,
this technology can be very dangerous when exploited to steal someone’s
identity, discredit him, or spread false news. A video that portrays a
public figure with a strong social impact in a speech that was never
delivered would have tremendous consequences. The same would happen
for pornographic material that depicts a world-renowned celebrity with
a simple exchange of faces. Finally, a cloned voice could be suitable for
phone fraud or forgery of judicial evidence. Unfortunately, this is not a
dystopian description of the near future but rather actual facts.

Therefore, it is crucial to have the methodologies to neutralize such
counterfeits. This thesis proposes a system capable of recognizing whether
a given speech audio signal is synthetic or authentic. Our approach starts
from the hypothesis that counterfeiting techniques are not yet able to
recreate the most complex semantic aspects of the voice realistically. For
this reason, we use a speech representation that takes into account two
high-level features: vocal identity, related to timbre and intonation, and
prosody, which we consider a very subtle but distinctive aspect of voice,
related to behavioral characteristics and speech habits, such as style,
accent or tone.

We evaluate our system from different perspectives through a series of
ad-hoc experiments involving a large amount of real and deepfake audio
tracks. In this way, we demonstrate the effectiveness and novelty of our
method compared to existing ones. In addition, we analyze its ability
to generalize in less controlled scenarios and robustness to additional
manipulations, such as compression, typically applied to deepfakes to
hide traces of counterfeiting. These analyses lead to excellent results and
open up possible future scenarios and improvements to the model.



Sommario

I recenti sviluppi dell’intelligenza artificiale hanno portato a incredibili
innovazioni che stanno rapidamente prendendo parte alla nostra vita
quotidiana. È questo il caso dei deepfake, una nuova pratica che permette
di generare dei contenuti multimediali iperrealistici, ma falsi. È possibile,
ad esempio, sostituire il viso di una persona con quello di un’altra in una
foto o in un video, oppure imitare la voce di qualcuno facendogli dire ciò
che si vuole.

Tuttavia, molto spesso a importanti innovazioni corrispondono anche
grandi minacce. Infatti, tale tecnologia può essere molto pericolosa quando
la si sfrutta con lo scopo di rubare l’identità della vittima, screditarla
o diffondere notizie false. Un video che ritrae un personaggio pubblico
con un forte impatto sociale in un discorso mai pronunciato potrebbe
avere conseguenze tremende. La stessa cosa accadrebbe per del materiale
pornografico che, con un semplice scambio di volti, ritrae una celebrità
di fama mondiale. Infine, una voce clonata potrebbe prestarsi a frodi
telefoniche o contraffazioni di prove giudiziarie. Purtroppo, questa non
è una descrizione distopica di un futuro prossimo, ma si tratta di fatti
realmente accaduti.

È cruciale quindi avere a disposizione dei mezzi per contrastare tali
contraffazioni. Questa tesi propone un sistema in grado di riconoscere se
un dato audio contenga del parlato sintetico, oppure autentico. Il nostro
approccio parte dall’ipotesi che le tecniche di contraffazione non siano
ancora in grado di ricreare in modo realistico gli aspetti semantici più com-
plessi della voce. Per questo motivo ci serviamo di una rappresentazione
del parlato che tenga conto di due caratteristiche di alto livello: l’identità
vocale, legata al timbro e all’intonazione, e la prosodia, che consideriamo
un aspetto molto sottile, ma distintivo della voce, legato a caratteristiche
comportamentali e abitudini nel parlare, come stile, accento o tono.

Valutiamo il nostro sistema sotto diversi aspetti mediante una serie
di esperimenti ad-hoc che coinvolgono una grande quantità di audio reali
e deepfake. In questo modo dimostriamo l’efficacia e l’innovazione del
nostro metodo rispetto a quelli già esistenti. Inoltre, analizziamo la sua
capacità di generalizzare in contesti meno controllati e la robustezza a
manipolazioni aggiuntive, come ad esempio la compressione, tipicamente
applicata ai deepfake per nascondere le tracce di contraffazione. I risultati
di queste analisi sono eccellenti e aprono a possibili scenari futuri e
miglioramenti del modello.
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Introduction

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made impressive progress,
thanks to the advent of Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning
(DL) techniques. We are witnessing a remarkable technological develop-
ment that will not slow down and affect almost every field. AI-based
algorithms are responsible for the most astonishing and futuristic dis-
coveries: software capable of beating world champions in chess [19] or
other creative-thinking games [20], computers able to recognize objects
with greater accuracy than humans [21] and even self-driving cars [22].
Every day, we interact with voice assistants such as Siri, Alexa, Google
Home, which can talk to us, understand our questions, and know how to
answer by performing advanced research in a few instants. Automated
translators are increasingly reliable, close to human accuracy and able to
work in real-time [23]. New technologies are even being tested to trans-
late brainwaves into messages and instructions that enable non-verbal
communication [24].

However, while this technological revolution is leading to great innova-
tions, it also has its downsides. AI, represents a tool as useful as harmful,
depending on the intent with which it is used and in many cases it has
paved the way for malicious purposes. One example that has been in the
spotlight lately and is becoming increasingly popular is the deepfake (DF)
technology. The term DF comes from the combination of “deep learning”
and “fake”. Indeed, it is a DL technique used to create realistic but fake
images, videos and audio. For example, it allows to replace a person’s face
in a video, make someone’s photo smile or more generally change facial
expression, imitate the voice of a certain speaker by copying its main char-
acteristics and much more. The recent developments in this technology
have made such forgeries increasingly realistic and accessible. This enables
producing manipulated media that are almost impossible to distinguish
from the original ones. Moreover, there are many apps in circulation that
allow anyone to generate a DF in a matter of seconds by just uploading a
single image, audio or video. This has led to widespread popularity on
social media as pure entertainment and even in the artistic field. How-
ever, together with this seemingly innocent use of this technology, other
harmful uses have spread. They involve DFs to generate and promote
identity-stealing multimedia content, passing it off as real in order to
discredit the depicted victim, spread fake news, or even commit fraud and
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appropriate their data. Many examples have already featured political
or more generally public characters with a strong social impact [25]. In
this regard, they can contribute to the proliferation of misinformation
by creating situations that have never occurred in reality, portraying the
subjects in contexts in which they have never been or that could appear
compromising, to influence public opinion. Moreover, there are many
cases in which face-swap has been applied in pornographic contexts, thus
giving birth to new adult material in which the protagonists are often
celebrities [26] or other victims. Generally, this technology can be used
to discredit and damage people’s image and is at everyone’s reach [27].
In the same way, synthetically generated voices, corresponding to audio
DFs, have proven equally dangerous. With the increasing quality and
accessibility of the two main speech synthesis techniques, Text-to-Speech
(TTS) and Voice Conversion (VC), it is possible to generate increasingly
realistic voices with the same timbre and characteristics of target speakers.
The first method generates speech that resembles a specific voice, starting
from a textual input containing the words to be spoken. The second takes
speech audio as input and transforms the voice characteristics into those
of a target speaker, keeping the linguistic content unchanged. In this way
it is possible to make the imitated people say anything so as to pretend
to be them and access personal information. Real-life examples show how
such voices can fool voice recognition systems and commit fraud [28] [29]
or support voice phishing attacks.

As the development of DFs is moving very fast, it is necessary to work
on countermeasures to defeat their misbehaving uses. With new systems
for generating such counterfeit content, there is a need for new systems to
recognize it, keeping pace with this evolving technology. As a result, the
two branches of research involved in developing techniques for generating
and recognizing DFs are constantly developing and challenging each
other. One seeks to create increasingly realistic DFs capable of evading
recognition systems, while the other constantly seek their weaknesses and
traits relevant to identifying them. Several state-of-the-art methods have
been proposed in relation to the DF detection task [30]. Some can search
for artifacts introduced by the generator at pixel or sample level, which
can be interpreted as fake fingerprints. This analysis usually concerns
low-level features since such traces are not noticeable at high-level. For
example, the authors of [31] perform detection of AI-generated fake images
by looking for artifacts through high-frequency component analysis. On
the other hand, the method proposed in [13] looks for them in synthesized
speech through high-order spectral analysis. Other methods rely on more
semantically meaningful features and exploit high-level inconsistencies to
discriminate DFs, assuming their weakness in emulating the finest aspects
of human nature. For example, [32] detects fake videos by modeling how
people move as they speak, while [33] focuses on the detection of the lack
of natural eye blinking. The authors of [34] show how synthetic voices
lack natural emotional behavior and can be discriminated by feeding
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a classifier with high-level features obtained from a Speaker Emotion
Recognition (SER) system.

In this thesis we propose a method, called ProsoSpeaker, for audio
DF detection, that, given an input speech signal, is able to determine
if it is authentic or a fake. In particular, the types of fake audio that
our system recognizes are those generated via TTS and VC techniques,
which are the most advanced and common for DF generation. To do
so, we consider two high-level features that describe the voice’s semantic
aspects. The first one refers to the spectro-temporal characteristics of
the analyzed voice, i.e., timbre specific properties or pitch contour of the
voice, extracted using a state-of-the-art model for Automatic Speaker
Verification (ASV) tasks. The second describes prosodic aspects of the
voice, like speech signal variations in rhythm, intonation and style. It is
extracted by means of the prosody encoder presented in [17], originally
designed to increase the expressiveness of TTS speech synthesis. We
feed the concatenation of these two representations to a classifier which
labels the corresponding audio as real or DF. The novelty of our approach
lies in using these two features together to address the task of audio
DF detection. In fact, there are methods that use either spectral [35] or
prosody [36] features to implement ASV systems, but not some that jointly
consider them for the task at hand. Indeed, we believe that combining
two semantic representations as speaker-identity and prosody, generates
a more informative one, able to model both the voice’s physiological and
behavioral characteristics. This constitutes a basis we can leverage to
identify DF speech generated via different technologies that may be flawed
in one semantic aspect or the other.

To validate our system from different perspectives, we performed five
experiments that include a total of almost 800000 traces between authentic
and counterfeits. We keep the same training set for all experiments,
while varying the test set according to the aspect of the model to be
evaluated. Moreover, the datasets involved in the various test phases are
not necessarily the same ones considered during training. We guarantee
uniformity of the experiments and a robust evaluation of the results on
unseen generation algorithms and real-world data. The evaluation setup
aims to analyze the chosen features, demonstrate the effectiveness of the
method compared to the state-of-the-art and verify the generalization
capabilities and robustness to post-processing manipulations. The results
are promising since ProsoSpeaker proves to be better than the state-of-
the-art methods considered, with a Area Under the Curve (AUC) of 98.85
in a controlled scenario, while 91.59 in the most complex case.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we provide the reader
with all the specific knowledge needed to understand the content of our
work, i.e., we describe the features we use as input to the system and
the Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) concepts involved.
In Chapter 2 we describe the state-of-the-art related to our work, i.e.,
Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV), audio deepfake (DF) generation
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techniques, prosody modeling and DF detection. Then, in Chapter 3 we
formalize the problem that this thesis addresses and describe the system
proposed to solve it, that we call ProsoSpeaker. Chapter 4 describes the
experimental setup implemented to test our method, that is, the datasets
and metrics chosen, the details for feature extraction and model training,
the baselines used as reference, and the series of experiments performed. In
Chapter 5 we show and analyze the obtained results interpreting them and
validating our starting hypothesis. Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize
our work and propose possible future scenarios and improvements to the
model.



1
Theoretical Background

In this chapter we will present the theoretical background needed to
understand the following sections completely.

1.1 Audio Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a crucial procedure needed to build an informative
representation of the data. It consists of extracting meaningful character-
istics that can be used to fully describe and distinguish the data. This
section will present the main representations and features involved in our
study.

1.1.1 Mel Spectrogram
A Spectrogram is a representation of an audio signal in both its time and
frequency domains. In the Mel Spectrogram, shown in Figure 1.1, the
frequency axis is converted into the Mel scale, which is an approximation
of the human psychological sensation of heights of a pure sinusoid. This
scale resembles the logarithmic behavior of the auditory filters in the
cochlea — organ which plays a key role in the sense of hearing — and
thus, is used to provide sound information similar to what a human
would perceive [37]. There is not an exact formula for the Hz-to-Mel
conversion, being the Mel scale a psychoacoustic concept, but there are
many approximations. In our work we adopt the popular formula proposed
by O’Shaughnessy [38]:

m = 2595 ∗ log10 (1 + f/700), (1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Example of a Mel Spectrogram [1].

Figure 1.2: Block scheme showing the computation of a Mel Spectrogram [2].

where f is the considered frequency and m is the associated value on the
Mel scale.

The general algorithm to compute a Mel Spectrogram is described in
Figure 1.2. First, a time-frequency representation of the input signal is
extracted through the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), a fast algorithm
for computing the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It is performed
by dividing the signal into shorter overlapping segments through the
windowing process, as in

xl[n] = w[n]x[n+ lR] 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, (1.2)
and then applying the DFT at frame-level (1.3),

X(l, k) =
N−1∑︂
n=0

xl[n]e
−j2πnk/N . (1.3)

Here, xl[n] is the windowed frame l extracted using a window w[n]
with a hop-size R, X(l, k) is the value of the DFT of xl[n] at the frequency
bin k and N is length of xl[n]. Then, the result is multiplied by a Mel
filter bank, computed from a series of overlapping triangular windows at
a series of evenly spaced Mels. Finally, the Mel Spectrogram is obtained
by summing all the filter bank outputs.
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Figure 1.3: Block scheme showing the computation of MFCCs [3].

1.1.2 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are a compact rep-
resentation of a signal spectrum, widely used in speech processing. The
name comes from the fact that they express in the Mel scale the rate of
change in spectral bands, often referred to as cepstrum [39].

Figure 1.3 shows the steps required to extract the MFCCs. The
first two are intended to calculate the Mel Spectrogram of the signal,
as described previously. Therefore, once the signal has been divided
into N fragments of the same length, the DFT computes the spectrum
of the signal from them and a Mel filter bank of K filters transforms
the frequency into the Mel scale. Then, we compute the log filter bank
energies as a logarithm of the Spectrogram and use the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) to decorrelate their values. The resulting K×N matrix
contains the MFCCs values of the signal.

1.1.3 Prosodic Features
Prosody Definition

Prosody is a general term used to describe the confluence of many phenom-
ena in speech, such as temporal variations in rhythm, intonation, stress
and style. Such elements, known as suprasegmentals, convey information
that is not explicitly specified by the text. The same sentence might de-
note a number of different intentions and nuances, depending on how it is
pronounced. Such aspects are only capable through suprasegmentals and
are closely influenced by the speaker’s emotion, language, and speaking
style. Moreover, different languages can have very different intonation
rules [40] as well as other individuals can have their own speaking habits
[41].

Many methods have been proposed to model prosody, such as [42, 43].
These approaches decouple the concept of prosody from that of speaker
identity and model them separately. In this work we will intend the
prosody based on the “subtractive definition” adopted in [42] that is:
prosody is the variation in speech signals that remains after accounting
for variation due to phonetics, speaker identity, and channel effects (i.e.
the recording environment).
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Features

Among those aspects related to the definition of prosody, two of the most
used are the fundamental frequency (f0) and energy (E0) contours of
the audio signal, which can be expressed as functions of time. Their
behaviour provides lots of information about most phenomena ascribable
as prosody. Among the most commonly used features are the minimum
and maximum of these functions computed over short fragments and
their first four statistical moments, namely average, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis.

Among all the proposed methods for extracting such features, the
majority can be grouped into two main categories:

1. Windowed-segments Methods: the audio signal is divided into
short-term frames via fixed-length, overlapping windows and a
feature vector is extracted for each one of them.

2. Voiced-segments Methods: the audio signal is divided into
voiced segments, like words or syllables [44], and a feature vector is
extracted for each one of them. These methods discard the pauses
between each segment, assuming that their placement does not
considerably influence prosody.

Depending on the length of the inputs, these methods can provide long
feature vectors with variable sizes.

Another set of prosody features used occasionally is based on the
duration and position of voiced and unvoiced segments [45]. Among them
are:

• Duration of voiced segments: duration of speech voiced sounds.

• Duration of unvoiced segments: duration of speech voiceless sounds.

• Duration of pauses: duration of silences between words.

• VUP ratios: ratios between the voiced, unvoiced and pause seg-
ments.

This kind of prosodic features is normally extracted in a global fashion
from the whole audio, providing fixed-length vectors regardless of the
inputs lengths.

1.1.4 Feature Preprocessing
Once the features have been extracted, for most cases it is important to
include a preprocessing phase in which they are rearranged, transformed
and optimized for the problem at hand.
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Feature Scaling

Feature scaling is needed whenever the feature supports do not coincide
[46]. This technique standardizes each feature independently to have
them all defined over the same range. In this way they will be comparable,
otherwise, the used system will assign different weights to those with
different domains. There are two commonly used scaling techniques:

1. Min-Max Normalization: re-scales a feature set in the range
[0, 1]

x̂ =
x−min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
, (1.4)

where x̂ is the normalized feature and x is the original one.

2. Standardization: re-scales a feature value so that it has distribu-
tion with 0 mean value and unitary variance

x̂ =
x− x

σ
, (1.5)

where x̂ is the standardized feature, x is the original one, x = avg(x)
is the mean of the feature vector and σ is its standard deviation.

Feature Correlation

Feature correlation is considered a crucial step in the preprocessing phase.
It is a way to understand the amount of shared information among the
extracted features. Correlation is a statistical term, which, in common
usage refers to how close two variables are to having a linear relationship
with each other. Hence, it can be used as a measure of similarity. Suppose
two features are uncorrelated or have a low correlation degree. In that case,
it means that they can model and focus on independent characteristics
of the input data. On the other hand, if they show a high degree of
correlation, they share a significant amount of information and, therefore,
are redundant. In this work we intend the linear correlation between two
variables x and y in terms of Pearson’s correlation, defined as the ratio of
their covariance cov(x, y) and the product of their standard deviations
σx and σy

rxy =
cov(x, y)

σxσy

(1.6)

The resulting value rxy ranges from -1 to 1 and the higher its module the
greater the correlation, so it is maximum at the extreme of the range, and
minimum at the center. A negative correlation means that if a feature
increases, the other decreases, while they are directly proportional for a
positive correlation. An easy way to visualize the correlation between all
possible feature pairs is the correlation matrix. It is symmetrical since
rows and columns contain the same values and each element of the matrix
is the correlation coefficient between the features at its indices.
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1.2 Machine Learning
ML [47] is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [48], which encom-
passes systems able to perform a task without having been explicitly
pre-programmed to succeed it. ML models are presented with many
examples relevant to a task so that they can find a statistical structure in
the data that eventually allows them to come up with rules to automate
it. That is why such systems are trained rather than programmed. The
set of examples used during the training phase is called training set and it
should be comprehensive and representative enough for the given problem.
The one used to test the model performances is called test set. It should
contain unseen samples, not provided during training, so that it tests the
ability of the model to generalize, i.e., to perform well on never-seen-before
data. In addition to the first two, a validation set can also be used to
get an early estimate of the system’s performance. Validation monitors
weather the model has properly learnt by evaluating it at the end of each
training epoch. This serves as a guide to eventually modify its parameters
before testing the final version on the test set.

Overfitting is a common ML problem highlighted by a considerable
difference in performances between training and test sets. This occurs
when the model adapts too much to the training data and learns its
structure “by heart”, without being able to generalize over unseen data.
Its cause could be the high complexity of the model with respect to the
low quantity of available training data. The opposite situation, called
underfitting, happens when the model, being too simple, is not able to
catch the structure of the input data. Poor performances on the training
set underline this case.

There are different approaches in training a ML system. The two
most common are:

• Supervised Learning: it consists of learning a function that
maps input data to known targets, also called labels, given a set of
examples that have been previously annotated. Then, the inferred
function is used to predict the output from any unseen instance of
input. The model’s goodness can be described according to various
metrics and depends on how close the predictions on unseen test
data are to the ground truth ones.

• Unsupervised Learning: in this training approach, data are
supplied to the system without any indication of the desired result.
The purpose of this second method of learning is to “trace” hidden
patterns and models, i.e., to identify a logical structure in the input
data, without previously labeling it. In this approach, the model’s
accuracy depends on how close the original distribution of the data
is to the learned one.
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Figure 1.4: SVM binary (a) and SVM multiclass classification (b) [4].

1.2.1 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [49] is a supervised ML method widely
used for the task of classification [50]. Classification consists of assigning
to each input sample a label selected from a given set. This predictive task
is accomplished by learning a function f(xi) = yi where xi ∈ x1, x2, ..., xn

is the input sample and yi ∈ y1, y2, ..., yn is the predicted label from the
given set.

SVM approaches this problem by learning good decision boundaries
between the set of points belonging to different categories and then check-
ing in which region the unseen samples fall. As shown in Figure 1.4,
these boundaries can be geometrically represented as hyperplanes sepa-
rating the training data into spaces corresponding to different categories.
The method first maps the data into a new high-level representation,
called feature space. Then, it computes hyperplanes by maximizing their
distance from the nearest data points in each class. This step, defined
margin maximization, allows the boundaries to generalize well to the
new samples. The higher the margins, the better the separation between
classes and the more robust the model.

If the input data are not linearly separable, SVM cannot partition the
space with hyperplanes and, therefore, needs to perform a data transfor-
mation. It maps the input data into a higher-dimensional space where the
classes are more readily separable and the classification problem becomes
more straightforward. However, explicitly computing the coordinates of
the points in the new space can be computationally intractable and for
this reason it employs a shortcut called the kernel trick, named after the
kernel function. A kernel function is an operation that maps any two
points from the initial space to the distance between them in the target
space, bypassing the explicit computation of the new representation.
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Figure 1.5: Relations between DL, ML and AI [5].

1.2.2 Grid Search
One of the most challenging parts in ML is tuning the hyperparameters

— the set of external characteristics of a model whose values cannot be
estimated from data — since only experience can help to optimize them.
However, there are algorithms which try to find their optimum values
via trial and error approaches. One of these is Grid Search [51], which
receives as input the set of trials as different hyperparameters values to
try, and trains and evaluates the model performances for each possible
combination. The one that maximizes a chosen metric over the validation
set is considered the best choice.

1.3 Deep Learning
DL [52] is a a specific sub-field of ML as shown in Figure 1.5. It is
based on the idea of learning successive layers of increasing meaningful
representations from data.

In DL the learning of high-level representations is mostly carried
out by models called Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). An ANN is a
computing system inspired by how biological neural networks work. It
is composed of a series of computing units, called neurons, connected
and organized in layers. The input flows through the first layer, whose
output is the input of the second one and so on. By going deeper into the
ANN, the representation becomes increasingly different from its original
form and informative about the final result. The output of each layer
depends on how it weights the inputs. Therefore, learning means finding
a set of weights for all the layers, such that the network will correctly
map the inputs to their associated targets. It is crucial in this sense to
adopt a score as feedback to adjust the weights and push the learning in
the right direction. This process is performed by backpropagation, which
is a fundamental algorithm in DL. Once the input has passed through
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the ANN, resulting in the first output (or prediction), backpropagation
computes the gradient of a defined cost function, called loss function,
and propagates back the error. This serves to update the weights of
each layer and marks the end of an epoch. The goal is to minimize the
loss function across the epochs to obtain the desired output. We can
do so using different optimization methods, and the most known is the
Stochastic Gradient Descent.

The reason why DL is usually more performing than ML is that it
completely automates what used to be the most crucial step in a ML
workflow: feature engineering. DL models do not require the input to be
provided as a set of features since they can directly work on raw data. By
building high-level representations, each layer can be considered a feature
extraction step where features, i.e., the layer’s output, do not necessarily
make sense for humans but are meaningful and representative from the
machine point of view. From this idea comes the concept of embedding,
a low-dimensional representation of data analogous to a feature vector,
extracted with an ANN by taking one of its layers output.

Due to this incredible power, DL has lately become the state-of-the-art
for most tasks and is adopted in this work too. We will now outline the
main characteristics of the ANNs involved in our research.

1.3.1 Multilayer Perceptron
A Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) [53] is a feedforward ANN connecting
the nodes (or neurons) of multiple layers in a directed graph. Each neuron
performs a weighted sum of the input values and applies a function, called
activation function to get the output

yj = fj(
N∑︂

n=1

wijxi), (1.7)

where yj is the output of neuron j in a layer, fj is the the activation
function, xi is the input i to the node and wij is the learning weight cor-
responding to that input. The MLP’s architecture consists of a minimum
of three layers, an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output
layer. Except for the input neurons, fj is generally non-linear in order to
allow the network to capture complex structures inside the given data.
These ANNs are also called fully-connected neural networks since each
node in one layer connects to every other node in the following layer, as
shown in Figure. 1.6.

1.3.2 Convolutional Neural Network
A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [54] is a type of ANNs specialized
in processing grid-like data, such as images. For this reason, it is widely
employed in the field of Computer Vision. Nonetheless, this network
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Figure 1.6: Graph of a MLP with one hidden layer [6].

frequently processes audio signals, when converted into two-dimensional
representations, like the Mel Spectrogram [55] previously presented.

As for MLP, a CNN is composed of an input layer, a variable number
of hidden layers and an output layer. Typically it alternates between two
types of hidden layers: convolutional and pooling. Each convolutional
layer performs a mathematical operation called convolution between the
input matrix and one or more filters, also called kernels (corresponding
to the layer’s neurons), such as

y(i, j) = (I ∗K)(i, j) =
∑︂
m

∑︂
n

I(m,n)K(i−m)(j − n), (1.8)

where y(i, j) is the feature map, I and K are respectively the input and
kernel matrices and ∗ is the convolution operator. In other words, the
kernel slides over the input matrix with a stride s — meaning that it
moves by s positions at time — covering at each step different regions,
called receptive fields, and performing convolution with them. The result,
called feature map, is then fed to a non-linear activation function. The
role of pooling layers, instead, is to downsample feature maps in order to
reduce the number of coefficients to process and introduce spatial-filter
hierarchies by making successive convolutional layers focus on increasingly
larger windows.

Depending on their values, filters encode specific aspects of the input
data which become higher-level representations by going deeper through
the CNN. The first layers, for example, will be able to detect low-level
information as straight lines, edges and other simple geometrical shapes.
In contrast, the last layers will eventually capture complex patterns like
faces or objects. The goal of this network is to find the best filters values,
i.e, the weights, applying the backpropagation algorithm.

These networks can process many channels in parallel, as it is common
to have a multi-channel input, like an RGB image. In this case, the kernel
is a stack of matrices, one for each channel, denoting its depth. After
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Figure 1.7: Graph of a CNN ending with a fully connected layer [7].

convolution, the output feature map of a layer is obtained by summing
the results of each channel. Similarly, the number of kernels in one layer
identifies the number of its output channels.

CNNs usually end with one or more fully connected layers aimed at
mapping the last feature map to a prediction. The connection of the two
networks is carried out by a process called flattening, which consists of
unfolding the bi-dimensional CNN output to match the MLP input shape,
as it is shown in Figure 1.7.

CNNs generally refer to the bi-dimensional scenario just described,
but they can be adapted to process data of different dimensions too.
One-dimensional CNNs, for example, are particularly suited to work with
sequential data, like audio signals or word sequences [56]. They behave
as described above, but deal with one-dimensional vectors instead of
matrices.

1.3.3 Recurrent Neural Network
A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [57] is a type of ANNs best suited
for processing sequential data or time series. Hence, some of the main
application areas of RNNs are Natural Language Processing (NLP),
machine translation, and speech recognition. In fact, they are provided
with a “memory”, which can capture variable-length time dependencies
from the input.

A RNN unit builds its memory by iterating over the input sequence
and generating at each time step t a state vector ht which depends on the
current input xt and the previous state vector ht−1, as shown in Figure 1.8.
In this way, every state vector includes the information of the previous
ones and the final output will encode the temporal dependencies of the
whole sequence.

During training, the RNN does not perform the standard backpropa-
gation algorithm, but a variant of it called back propagation through time
(BPTT). It approximates the full gradient by unrolling state vectors up to
a finite number of time steps and applies standard backpropagation over
this subsequence. Due to its recursive behavior BPTT suffers from the
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Figure 1.8: Scheme of a RNN unit (left) and its unrolled representation (right)
[8].

vanishing gradient and exploding gradient problems. When the gradient is
too small, it continues to become smaller, updating the weights until they
become insignificant. On the contrary, when the gradient is too large,
the weights grow too much, generating an unstable model. One solution
to this can be using an advanced RNN unit, the Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [58], explicitly designed to mitigate this problem. It makes use of
two vectors, the update gate and the reset gate, to control how much and
which information should be passed to the output. It can model many
longer-term dependencies since it can train the gates to keep information
from long ago or remove irrelevant information to the prediction.

1.3.4 Self-attention
Self-attention [59] is a DL mechanism first introduced in the field of
NLP for helping to build a more meaningful representation of each word
considering its semantic role in the context of a sentence. This method has
also become popular for audio signal processing, dealing with sequential
data. Still, for the sake of clarity, it is appropriate to introduce it in the
context of NLP.

Embeddings make it possible to represent each word in a sequence as
a vector, which encodes its meaning but is blind to the context-related
concept. As an example, the word “lie” always has the same embedding
vector regardless of the sentence where we use it. Still, depending on
the context, it could be a verb or a noun and could even represent
very different concepts. Self-attention, instead, transforms the standard
vectors into contextualized representations, whose values also depend on
the relationships with the other elements in the sequence.

Figure 1.9 shows the whole process. Three different linear projections
are applied to the input embeddings, resulting in the queries, keys and
values matrices. These representations allow focusing on different aspects
of the input embeddings. Then, the scalar product is performed between
queries and keys to extract similarity coefficients for each pair of word
embeddings. The result is normalized and passed to a softmax activation
function, which returns a similarity score for each word. Finally, the
contextualized embeddings are obtained as a linear combination of the
values of the vectors using softmax scores as weights.
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Figure 1.9: Self-attention mechanism for the input sentence “Walk by river
bank” [9].

Multi-head attention enhances this model by repeating the same
process multiple times using different linear projections and then concate-
nating the results. Each projection set can focus on computing different
relationships between the words and create specific contextualized em-
beddings.

1.3.5 Time Delay Neural Network
Time Delay Networks (TDNNs) [60] are types of ANNs, often adopted for
speech processing tasks [61], effective in modeling long range temporal
dependencies, as RNNs do, but with training times comparable to standard
feed-forward ANNs. They work in a similar way to CNNs, so much so
that they are seen as their precursor. The input to the network is a set
of t frames in the form of feature vectors containing m feature values
each. Hence, they can be collected into a m× t matrix where each column
identifies a frame and each row a feature. The Mel Spectrogram and
MFCCs are well suited to this type of representation, therefore, they are
mostly employed as input. As for CNNs, the layers of a TDNN perform
convolution between the input matrix and a trainable weight matrix (the
kernel or filter). The difference is that in this case, the receptive field
embraces the whole dimension m, thus focusing on each entire fragment
t. The length of the receptive field, instead, defines the context or delay
since it sets how many past and future frames the convolution takes into
consideration with respect to the current frame, which is at the center
of the receptive field. Another difference is that the stride is always set
to one, making the kernel move step-by-step over the temporal axis. In
the latest TDNN architectures, the filters may not pass over contiguous
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Figure 1.10: TDNN convolution with dilation. The blue matrix is the input, its
shady regions represent the receptive field and the green vector is the output.

Figure 1.11: Architecture of an autoencoder [10].

frames during convolution but consider context frames further away from
the target one [62]. This operation, referred as dilation or subsampling,
allows the network to focus in a broader context that may be less related
to the target frame than the one extracted from its neighbors as shown
in Figure 1.10.

1.3.6 Autoencoder
The autoencoder [63] is a DL implementation of the classical encoder-
decoder architecture, where the encoder generates a compressed repre-
sentation of the input through a lossy process and the decoder decodes
it back to its original version. Figure 1.11 shows its complete pipeline.
Both the encoder and decoder are ANNs. The former learns a function gφ
to map the input x into a lower-dimension representation z, defined over
the so called latent space. In contrast, the latter learns a function fθ to
output a reconstruction x′ of the original input from the latent vector z.
The training process is carried out in an unsupervised manner, without
ground-truth labels. The parameters φ and θ of both ANNs are updated
during training in order to reduce dissimilarity between the true input
and its reconstruction.
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The autoencoder belongs to the class of generative models since, once
trained, by randomly sampling a vector z from the latent space, its
decoded output can be a new realistic sample, not present in the original
data, but showing the same distinctive features. In fact, each dimension
of the latent space can be interpreted as a high-level descriptor of the
input data. For this reason, the latent space can be interpreted as an
embedding space, and thus the trained encoder can be used on its own
for the embedding extraction process.

1.4 Conclusive Remarks
In this section we explained the main theoretical concepts involved in this
work. In particular, we have focused on input data representations and
feature extraction by analyzing different aspects of it. Then we introduced
ML and DL and the models that we use for our method.



2
State of the Art

In this chapter we present the state-of-the-art in the field of the proposed
work. In particular we focus on ASV, audio DF generation techniques,
prosody modeling and DF detection, which are the four main topics on
which our research is based.

2.1 Automatic Speaker Verification
Biometric recognition and authentication enable a system to ensure a
person’s identity and uniqueness based on specific physiological and
behavioral characteristics, unlike traditional methods. For this reason,
this practice is becoming increasingly popular, bringing several benefits
as to not having to remember passwords or carry unlocking devices. The
most common types of recognition biometrics are the face, iris, fingerprint
and voice. While the first ones deal with physical traits of the human
body, the last one also encompasses traits learned and acquired along
with life and environment. For example, an individual’s accent changes
according to the geographical area in which they were born and raised,
and speech style is influenced by personality and habits. At the same
time, a voice may vary based on factors such as emotion, age, health
status, distance from the interlocutor, referred as to speaker-variability.
Finally, the recording conditions may vary based on the device used,
environmental characteristics and signal-to-noise ratio, referred to as
channel-variability. For this reason, speech represents one of the most
complex and variable and one of the most complete types of biometrics.

We can group recognition techniques by task and by functioning when
it comes to automating this process. Tasks can be different depending
on the goal of the recognition system. ASV aims at determining whether
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two given voices belong to the same individual or not. This is equivalent
to finding out whether a given unseen input voice x and a voice vi, known
to the system, belong to the same identity i

f(x, vi) =

{︄
same identity if x, vi ∈ i.
different identity otherwise.

(2.1)

On the other hand, we define Speaker Identification (SI) the task of
recognizing which of the known identities I = 1...n the input voice x is
more similar to

f(x, v) = i, (2.2)
where i is one of the known identities I and v = v1...vn are the voices
associated to them.

Finally, the most general task of Speaker Recognition (SR) is given by
the concatenation of SI and ASV and consists of ensuring that a given
unseen input voice x corresponds to one of the known identities I = 1...n
and is who it claims to be

f(x, v) =

{︄
identity i verified if x, v ∈ i.
authentication failed otherwise.

, (2.3)

where i is one of the known identities I and v = v1, ..., vn are the voices
associated to them. Therefore, SI and ASV can work orthogonally. The
former selects among the known identities the one that most closely
resembles the input, while the latter checks that both belong to the same
person. The result can be the authentication of the person or not.

In terms of functioning, there can be two types of recognition systems:
text-dependent and text-independent. The former requires that the text of
the two compared speech utterances is known to the system, while the
latter does not. While text-independent systems are suitable for a more
flexible scenario, they represent a more complex problem and usually
achieve lower performance than their counterparts. In our work we will
concentrate on text-independent ASV system. The following subsections
will discuss the state-of-the-art approaches to this task.

2.1.1 Traditional Techniques
Many ASV methods rely on extracting hand-crafted spectro-temporal
features and passing them to a binary classifier to determine whether the
two input identities match or not. For instance, [35] combines temporal
pitch information and cepstral coefficients and uses them to represent
the short-time spectral envelope of speech. These features are used to
train a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) which proves to be suitable for the
text-independent scenario classification. The authors show that including
temporal features yields better results for both English and Cantonese
Chinese languages. Similar approaches rely on prosodic features, which
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model the component of speech related to speaking style and habits
learned over a period of time. These features are mostly based on the
analysis of the temporal contours of f0 and E0. In this regard, [36] implies
that each speaker has their own prosodic signature. As a result, any
sentence repeated by a speaker in the same context show a consistency
of prosody, not exhibited across different speakers. We can exploit this
trait to distinguish the voices of different people. The authors of [64]
enhance a speaker verification system by adding two new features: jitter,
i.e., the cycle-to-cycle variation of fundamental frequency and shimmer,
i.e., the variability of the peak-to-peak amplitude in decibel. The result
is a more discriminative feature set and demonstrates that jitter and
shimmer can provide complementary information to both spectral and
prosodic components.

Other approaches extract representations from data through ML
methods. One of the earliest examples is the GMM-UBM [65]. Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) is a linear combination of Gaussians Probability
Density Functions (PDFs) which can be used to model the distribution
of the speaker’s data [66]. In this way, each known identity is associated
to a GMM. Instead, Universal Background Model (UBM) is a type of
GMM that models the distribution of the entire speech data in a speaker-
independent fashion. The accept or reject result of authentication comes
from comparing the unseen utterance with these two distributions. Later
variants of this model achieve better performance by deriving the GMM of
each speaker from the already trained UBM, using Bayesian adaptation.

In [67] the authors aim at solving the problem of variable-length speech
samples, which results in variable-length feature vectors. For this purpose
they introduce supervectors, obtained by concatenating the parameters
of the GMM, which are fixed in number. This allows extracting a fixed-
dimensional representation out of a single variable-length utterance. The
previous model suffers from speaker and channel variability. Hence,
Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) was introduced to solve this issue [68]. It
consists on splitting each supervector V , into speaker-dependent s and
channel-dependent c components such that V = s+ c. The training phase
is JFA-based and the supervectors do not include channel-dependent
information. On the contrary in the testing stage, such information is
acquired from test utterance and the obtained supervector is ranked using
the linear dot product.

In 2009 [69] proposed a model known as i-vectors approach that has
been the state-of-the-art for ASV until the diffusion of DL. Its power is
due to the low dimensional representation capability and the availabil-
ity of robust countermeasures against channel and speaker variabilities.
This approach can be seen as a dimensionality reduction of the GMM
supervectors and aims to reduce the performance loss of JFA caused by
channel-dependent content being ignored during the training phase. In
fact, it involves a single variability space T where GMM speaker- and
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session-dependent supervectors ms,h are defined as

ms,h = V + Tws,h, (2.4)

where V is the GMM-UBM supervector and ws,h ∼ N (0, 1) is called
total factor. The total factors, being hidden variables, are not observable,
but can be estimated by their posterior expectation. The estimates are
used as input features to a classifier and are known as identity-vectors or
i-vectors for short.

In general, once the features have been extracted for an ASV task,
computing the probability that the two audios belong to the same person
is typically performed using two types of similarity measures: Cosine
Distance (CD) and Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA).
CD is calculated between the feature vectors xi and xt extracted from
the two input and target utterances to compare and gives a measure of
similarity. It consists on the normalized dot product between the two
vectors:

CD(xi, xt) =
xi · xt

∥xi∥ · ∥xt∥
. (2.5)

On the other hand, PLDA is a probabilistic approach to Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (LDA) which finds orthogonal axes for minimizing intra-
class variability and maximizing inter-class variability. In fact, when a
biometric trait has low intra-class variability, it demonstrates permanence
and repeatability. On the contrary, if it has high inter-class variability,
we can successfully use it to distinguish between people. Although these
two are the most widely used techniques for ASV classification, many
approaches make use of more common ML classifiers such as SVM.

2.1.2 Deep Learning Methods
The advent of DL has made it possible to implement many new state-
of-the-art approaches, which very often achieve better performance than
previous ones. In ASV tasks DL is typically involved in the feature
extraction or classification stages. In the first case traditional ASV
decision making techniques (e.g. CD, PLDA) are applied to DL extracted
features. In the second case traditional ASV features (e.g. i-vectors)
represents the input to an ANN.

Several works aim to extract features similar to i-vectors using ANNs.
In [70] the authors propose a 4 hidden layers MLP in which the output
of the last one is selected as feature vector and called deep-vector or
d-vector for short. The classification probabilities are then computed by
CD comparison. This method achieves similar performance to the i-vector
one and exceeds it primarily for noisy environments. However, combining
the two models significantly outperforms it in almost all possible operating
points and noise conditions.

The work of [71] extends the d-vector method by presenting a MLP
with a multi-task learning approach. Assuming each speaker has their own
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style on each syllable or word, the authors provide speaker ids and texts
as targets for the training stage. Finally, as for the d-vector approach,
the features are extracted at the output of the last MLP’s hidden layer
and are called j-vector. The results show that this method outperforms
the d-vector one.

In 2018, [72] proposed a novel feature extraction method, which is still
at the basis of the state-of-the-art best performing techniques for ASV
tasks. The extracted features are fixed-length and are called x-vectors.
Similar to the previous methods it is still based on considering the output
of the last hidden layer of an ANN, which in this case is a TDNN. The
network consists of three 1D convolutional layers with different temporal
contexts, a statistical pooling layer that computes the input sequence’s
mean and standard deviation, and two fully connected layers. The inputs
of the TDNN are 24-dimensional filter banks with a frame-length of
25 ms and mean-normalized over a sliding window of up to 3 seconds.
Furthermore, a Speech Activity Detector (SAD) is used to filter out non-
speech frames. The first layers operate at frame-level and the deeper the
network goes, the more the temporal context increases. For example, the
second layer has a temporal context of 9, while the third of 15 frames. On
the contrary, the statistics pooling layer aggregates frame-level outputs so
that the subsequent layers deal with global information. After training,
the x-vectors are extracted and used as input to a PLDA classifier. This
approach has been shown to capture speaker characteristics across the
entire recording and outperform the i-vector model, mainly when applied
data augmentation.

In the context of multi-speaker conversation ASV, [73] extends the
x-vectors architecture. This variant uses a slightly wider temporal context
by adding another 1D convolutional layer and interleaves dense layers
between the frame-level layers. Besides, differently from the original
model, it passes vectors of 30 MFCCs extracted from each frame as input
to the TDNN.

The described x-vectors approaches give equal importance to all the
hidden vectors extracted since they apply statistic pooling to all frame-
level outputs without distinction. However, some frames could contain
more speaker-discriminative information than others. For this reason
[74] replaces the statistic pooling layer with an attention-layer to assign
different importance to frames based on their content. This new layer
extracts from the outputs of the previous ones a weighted mean and a
standard deviation vector. It updates its weights to maximize speaker
classification performance for the entire system. This model uses a 23-
dimensional MFCCs feature vector extracted from each frame as input.
The results show that this approach exceeds previous baselines, especially
when the number of attention heads increases, capturing different aspects
of a speaker’s speech.

In [75] the authors propose a new pooling method for deep speaker
embeddings extraction, called attentive statistic pooling, believing that
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both higher-order statistics and attention mechanisms are effective at
discriminating between speakers. The vector of averages and standard
deviations output from this layer thus considers frame-level features,
scaled by attention.

Finally, a recent model, ECAPA-TDNN presented in [15] enhances to
the x-vector approach just discussed, and places greater emphasis on chan-
nel attention, propagation, and aggregation using Squeeze-Excitation [76]
and Res2Net [77] blocks, extra skip connections and channel-dependent
attentive statistics pooling. This system brings significant improvements
over previous models and, being an integral part of our work, will be
discussed later.

Rather than reinforcing the representation of a speaker’s voice through
robust and discriminative deep features, DL can be used for scoring and
comparison instead of traditional techniques such as PLDA and CD. For
instance, in [78] an ANN replaces the UBM in the GMM-UBM model while
[79] introduces SincNet, an end-to-end CNN architecture for classification
purpose. Since a comparison of two vectors is required in ASV, the loss
function to use for training the ANN is the contrastive loss that calculates
the distance between the network output for a positive example and an
example of the same class and contrasts it with the distance from the
negative examples.

2.2 Audio Deepfake Generation Techniques
The advent of DL has been revolutionizing many aspects of life for a few
years now [80, 22, 23, 24]. Many fields have greatly benefited from this
new technology and new scenarios and possibilities are opening up. DF
technology is one of these and has lately been in the spotlight arousing
great fascination, but also concerns and alarm. It refers to a category of
synthetic multimedia content, such as videos, audios or photos, generated
through AI techniques that depict individuals in actions and behaviors
that do not belong to them [81, 82]. Such forgeries can make a person
say or do something they never said or did. Thanks to their realism they
pass it off as true and jeopardize their reputation. The term deepfake
comes from the nickname of a Reddit user who first posted online in
2017 some digitally generated videos of famous actresses with their faces
exchanged on pornographic content. Revenge porn is one of the most
common uses, in which the victim becomes the protagonist of a porn
video and this happens especially for famous actresses for whom there is
enough media material available online [26]. Indeed, politicians are also
attractive targets for counterfeit videos [25]. Often DF videos are used to
discredit their image, pilot elections or spread fake news [83, 84]. Likewise,
DF voices have proved equally dangerous by fooling ASV systems into
accessing the victim’s personal information and committing fraud or by
providing support for voice phishing attacks [28, 29]. If initially generating
DFs was very complicated and required specific knowledge, today they are
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easily accessible thanks to applications such as FaceApp [85], ZAO [86],
Wombo [87] and VoiceApp [88]. Using these you can create a DF in a few
seconds without any computer science knowledge. A further reason that
has led to the spread of DFs is the massive amount of data and helpful
material to train their generation models available online as a result of the
proliferation of mass media. This has led to even more realistic counterfeit
media almost impossible to distinguish from the original ones.

Regarding the audio domain, which is our case study, there are different
methods to generate counterfeit speech: impersonation, replay speech,
Text-to-Speech (TTS) and Voice Conversion (VC) techniques. The first
two do not require the use of DL. Impersonation is performed by a
professional voice actor who can realistically emulate a target voice. The
impersonator usually tries to imitate both timbre and prosodic aspects
such as pronunciation, accent, etc. Replay techniques consist of cutting,
concatenating and clipping different recordings of the victim’s voice to
modify the message conveyed by the uttered sentence. On the contrary,
TTS and VC are techniques that largely benefit from DL and represent
the most powerful tools to generate spoof speech. In the following sections
we will review the state-of-the-art of these last two methods since they
are considered in our work.

2.2.1 Text-to-Speech
TTS is a technique able to generate a target speaker voice from a given
input text that defines its linguistic content. It has been around for
many years, but while the earliest methods generated unrealistic and
low-quality results [89, 90, 91], this technique has undergone significant
improvements with the advent of DL. It is possible to train an ANN on
the vocal characteristics of a speaker so that it is then able to replicate
them while changing the linguistic content.

The first breakthrough in this regard was WaveNet [92] presented in
2016. WaveNet is an ANN for generating raw audio waveforms capable of
emulating the characteristics of many different speakers in a much more
natural way than previous methods. It relies on the computation of the
joint probability p(x) of a waveform x = x1, ..., xT which can be written
as:

p(x) =
T∏︂
t=1

p(xt|x1, ..., xt−1). (2.6)

To do so it uses a CNN made of causal convolutions that ensure the
preservation of temporal order. In addition, it does not employ pooling
layers to increase the receptive field but dilated convolutions in which
the filter slides through the signal values with a specific step. In this way,
the output, a categorical distribution over the next xt value, maintains
the same length as the input. This architecture was the state-of-the-art
until the release of Tacotron [16] in 2017 by Google.
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Tacotron is a seq2seq model, which includes an encoder, an attention-
based decoder, and a post-processing net [93, 94]. Unlike WaveNet, this
model takes text characters as input and outputs the corresponding raw
Spectrogram, which is then fed to a vocoder to synthesize speech. Instead
of working at sample-level as WaveNet does, it works at frame-level and,
therefore, can generate audio in much less time. The encoder extracts high-
level representations from the input text while the decoder generates the
Spectrogram from these representations, applying attention to each step.
Finally, the task of the post-processing net is to generate the waveform
from the Spectrogram. For this purpose, the authors use Griffin-Lim, but
any other synthesizer can be employed.

The following year Google unveiled a new version of the model called
Tacotron 2 [11], which retains the same seq2seq structure of encoder,
decoder and synthesizer. As it is shown in Figure 2.1 the main difference

Figure 2.1: Tacotron 2 architecture [11].

concerns the use of a modified version of WaveNet (which takes a Mel
Spectrogram as input) as a post-processing net instead of Griffin Lim, so
as to take the best of the previous two approaches. This new version of
Tacotron achieves results that are almost indistinguishable from natural
speech and is therefore still one of the state-of-the-art TTS models.

The above-mentioned powerful end-to-end speech synthesizer models
have enabled the production of large-scale commercial products, such as
Google Cloud TTS services (both Standard and Wavenet) [95], Amazon
AWS Polly [96], Microsoft Azure [97] and IBM Watson [98]. In this way,
the creation of digital voices that are indistinguishable from real ones is
now within everyone’s reach.

2.2.2 Voice Conversion
VC consists of modifying a source voice to resemble that of a target
speaker while keeping the linguistic and paralinguistic content unchanged.
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Therefore, the input and output audio signals share the same text and
prosodic characteristics, while they differ in timbres, which identify two
different speakers. VC techniques often involve high-level speech features
such as voice timbre and prosody. This makes it particularly suitable for
the task of expressive speech synthesis.

The earliest VC models [99, 100, 101] were based on spectrum mapping
using parallel training data, where speech samples from both the source
and target speaker uttering the same linguistic content are required during
training. However, it is not easy to find large-scale paired source and target
speaker utterances in the real world, so lately much more sophisticated
models that do not impose this constraint have been developed. These are
mostly Generative-Adversarial-Network (GAN) [102] based approaches,
able to learn a mapping from source to target speaker without relying on
parallel data and are therefore called non-parallel.

CycleGAN-VC [103], unveiled in 2018, is an adaptation to the VC task
of a network originally aimed at unpaired image-to-image translation [104].
It can capture sequential and hierarchical structures while preserving
linguistic information, simultaneously using adversarial loss for inverse
mapping and cycle-consistency loss for direct mapping. The first measures
how similar the target and generated audio signals are, while the second
is responsible for preserving the contextual information of the input audio.
During training, they induce the network to find <input, output> pairs
with the same contextual information and desired timbre. However, the
results show a perceptual gap between the real target and converted
speech.

An improved version of the previous model, CycleGAN-VC2 [105],
was presented to fill this gap. To mitigate the over smoothing problem
caused by the cycle-consistency loss the authors introduce an additional
discriminator and use adversarial losses twice for each cycle. Moreover,
instead of using a 1D-CNN generator as for CycleGAN it employs a
network architecture called a 2-1-2D CNN, built as a stack of 2D, 1D and
2D convolutions. This results in downsampling and upsampling, which
is good at effectively capturing the wide-range structures. As a final
enhancement, the discriminator, called patchGAN [106], analyzes the
data section by section and determines their authenticity. This requires
fewer parameters than considering the entire audio at once and therefore
eases the training. Although CycleGAN-VC2 generates good results,
a significant limitation of the method is that it performs a one-to-one
VC. This means that it can only generate audio belonging to the one
identity on which it is trained. Including multiple speakers would require
training new generators and classifiers independently, even though they
all represent speech and thus have a certain amount of common latent
features that can be shared across different domains.

To overcome this limitation Star-GAN [107] was presented as a non-
parallel many-to-many VC method capable of simultaneously modeling the
identities of multiple speakers. It has a similar structure to Cycle-GAN,
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but with adaptations that allow the speaker’s identity to be considered
as well. This time the objective of the generator is not only to create
a realistic sequence of acoustic features from a given input but also
to make it as similar as possible to the considered identity. On the
other hand, the role of the discriminator is to produce a probability
that the generated audio is true. At the same time, a new component
called classifier computes the probability that the audio belongs to the
considered identity. The loss function thus includes a new component
concerning Cycle-GAN, called Domain Classification Loss, which induces
the network to maintain speaker identity consistency. This allows the
model to learn multiple identities simultaneously and switch between
them while maintaining some shared attribute domains.

Lately, some new techniques [108, 109, 110] are pushing the envelope
even further to make VC faster and more flexible. These are called one-
shot methods and implement an any-to-any mapping that requires neither
the input nor the output speakers to have been seen during training.
They need only a reference utterance for the target speaker and the input
audio to be transformed to do this. This allows any target voice to be
modeled without needing a lot of data at hand and makes VC accessible
to everyone, as there is no need to train the model on any identity.

2.3 Prosody Modeling
Prosody is the part of speech consisting of suprasegmental aspects such
as rhythm, intonation, stress, style, etc., which can enrich with different
nuances of meaning the linguistic content of a sentence. Generally, this
aspect is responsible for giving the voice expressiveness and reflects
the style and emotional state of the speaker. For this reason, prosody
modeling is a very active field of research, especially concerning speech
synthesis. While VC techniques can transfer the expressive cues of the
input audio to the output, TTS ones cannot, since they generate audio
from text and can result in flat and unexpressive voices. For this reason
the TTS techniques benefit most from prosodic reinforcement to their
model. Another challenging task in this regard is prosody labeling. Given
the difficulty in formalizing prosody, there are no clear and shared labels
to define it and the annotation process is difficult. For this reason many
methods seek a criterion to categorize different nuances of prosody, which
we can also include in expressive speech synthesis pipelines. Moreover,
as described previously, ASV systems can also rely on and benefit from
modeling prosodic aspects. Indeed, since the human voice is described
by a set of features that are both timbral and physiological as well as
emotional and adaptive, including a prosodic representation helps explain
it more in-depth.
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2.3.1 Prosody Labeling
Prosody labeling refers to the task of assigning an audio file one or more
labels that describe and identify its prosodic content. Unfortunately,
there is no single standard for transcription or symbolism of prosody as
there is, for example, for phonetic representations.

A first attempt to meet this need was ToBi [111], a standard approach
to label english prosody, designed in 1992 by a group of researches with
expertise in prosodic analysis and speech technology. The system consists
of parallel tiers, reflecting the multiple components of prosody, each
comprising symbols for prosodic events and their timestamps. The highest
level one is the tonal tier, closely resembling traditional intonational
analysis. Then, the break index tier adds to the tonal information a
representation of the rhythmic structure as well as the nature of pauses
and lenghtening between adjacent words. In fact, in addition to tonal
makeup, utterances can differ in the way words are grouped or separated
by non-tonal means. Finally, according to ToBi there is one last type
of variability in speech: hesitations, disfluencies, breaths, laughter, false
starts, and other spontaneous dynamics. Their onsets and offsets are
marked in the various tier. While this method offers a wide range of
annotations, it also allows transcribers to express uncertainty in some
circumstances to avoid forcing decisions into all-or-nothing choices.

In 2010, the ToBi standard was digitized by a publicly available
tool called AuToBi [112], able to automatically hypothesize the presence
and type of prosodic events in a spoken utterance. If provided with
both the audio track and its word segmentation AuToBi can perform
different tasks: pitch accent detection and classification, intonational and
intermediate phrase detection, phrase accent classification and boundary
tone/phrase accent classification. It first extracts pitch, intensity and
spectral information from the speech signal. These acoustic contours
are then aligned to the word-defined regions. Then, a series of different
classifiers, one for each task, is run on the acoustic contours of every word
and the prosodic events are predicted.

Another approach called SLAM [113] performs the automatic labeling
of intonation assuming that a specific dictionary of elementary contours
can be derived for each linguistic unit. To do so, it analyzes for each unit
the variations in the contour of f0 that are considered relevant to the
description of the speech prosody. The method is based on the French
language, but can be easily adapted to other stressed languages.

2.3.2 Expressive Speech Synthesis
Now that the synthesized voices are almost perceptually flawless, more
emphasis is being placed on the emotional side to make them even more
natural. This is why prosody modeling is becoming increasingly crucial
since, in order to provide true human-like speech, a voice generation
system must learn to reproduce this aspect. TTS systems in particular
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would benefit from that as they only take a textual input without explicit
prosody specifications for the generation process.

The first attempt in this direction was a tool presented in 1994, called
ProTran, aimed at prosody transplantation for improving synthetic speech
[114]. This technique consists of including pitch and duration values
taken from a reference audio with the desired prosody in the phonetic
transcription of the phrase to be synthesized. The obtained enriched
phonetic transcription, containing linguistic and prosodic annotations, is
the input to a TTS system.

Given the complexity in annotating prosody with handcrafted labels,
underlined in the previous section, [115] treats emotional speech synthesis
with an unsupervised clustering approach to produce automatic expression
annotations. The method extracts prosodic features such as f0, voicing
probability, jitter, shimmer, logarithmic harmonic to noise ratio and their
statistics from audiobook tracks. Then, it uses a hierarchical k-means
algorithm to place expressively similar utterances in equal or nearby
clusters. Finally, a HMM-based speech synthesis is trained incorporating
the expressive cluster assignments as context features.

Many works aim to augment the Tacotron model [16, 11], being a
state-of-the-art for TTS techniques, through the inclusion of explicit
prosodic aspects and controls. For example, the authors of [116] present
a fully automatic method that makes Tacotron prosody-aware. This is
done through a small set of naturally disjoint and interpretable prosodic
observations, called prosody info, evaluated at utterance level. During
training, the system is provided with measured prosody info vectors,
embedded in a 2-dimensional latent space (one dimension represents pace
and the other represents pitch) and concatenated with each vector in
the Tacotron encoder output sequence. Then, a prosody-info prediction
module is separately trained to extract info vectors from the phonetic
sequence output by the encoder. In this way at inference time the model
does not require external prosodic controls but automatically extracts
them from the encoder output and enables to modify them in order
to obtain the desired result. This mechanism is proven to improve the
expressivity of synthesized voices while preserving or even improving its
quality and naturalness.

Similarly [117] presents an extension of the Tacotron architecture,
which aims to learn syllable-level discrete prosodic representations from
speech data in order to transfer or control the output prosody. The
authors change the text-encoder from phoneme-level to syllable-level since
it is more appropriate for working with prosody. Then, a continuous
prosodic representation based on prosodic features, such as f0, intensity,
and duration is extracted for each syllable and discretized through a
Vector-Quantised Variational Auto-Encoder (VQ-VAE). Finally, as for
the previous approach, the discrete representations are concatenated with
text encoder output, generating speech with a desired prosody.

In 2017 a research group from Google introduced a method to control
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the prosodic style of a synthesized voice [12]. They achieved this by
including the concept of style tokens to the Tacotron architecture. In
practice, they added to the model a new encoder, called style encoder,
which takes K style tokens as input, and outputs fixed-length embedding
vectors fed to a style attention layer as shown in Figure 2.2. On the
decoder side text and style attention heads are computed in parallel
and their context vectors are combined through a weighted sum. The
whole set of tokens can be interpreted as a latent representation of the
utterance’s style, obtained as a weighted sum of independent prosodic
styles represented by each token. Therefore, the authors demonstrate
how, by modifying single tokens, learned in an unsupervised way, one
can modify independent stylistic voice features, e.g., sloppy style, robotic-
sounding style, high-pitched voice etc.

Figure 2.2: Expressive Tacotron Architecture presented in [12].

In [17] a similar approach is presented relying on the extraction of
prosody embeddings used to condition Tacotron synthesis. Compared to
the previous case, the difference lies in how these prosody embeddings
are extracted and transferred between input and output. In fact, in this
case the authors add to the model a prosodic encoder that receives an
audio with a target prosody and represents it as a vector that takes part
of the attention context. As a result, the synthesized audio will show
the same expressive style of the target one. The authors show that the
results match the prosody with fine temporal detail even when the target
and reference speakers are different. In this way, the transfer of prosody
between utterances is almost a speaker-independent operation. We will
further analyze this model in the following sections, being it part of the
proposed system.

The work presented in [118] encompasses the two previous approaches
since it uses the same prosody encoder presented in [17], but then the
prosody embeddings are fed as input to a global style token layer similar
to the one in [12].

However, these methods using fixed length prosodic representations
cannot retain all the temporal information, allowing to change the ex-
pressive style at utterance-level (e.g., a happy or sad mood), but not
at a specific moment of speech. To solve this problem [119] introduces
two types of prosody control methods, speech-side and text-side, which
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involve the use of variable-length prosody embeddings to enable sequential
prosody control. Speech-side ones have the same length as the reference
speech, while text-side ones have the same length as the input text. To do
this, the authors align and downsample the prosody embeddings to match
the number of decoder time steps or the number of encoder time steps,
respectively. The method outperforms [118] and interestingly shows that
it is able to transfer the prosody of a song to another speaker, resulting
in a vocal conversion of a song.

2.4 Deepfake Detection
As previously anticipated, audio DFs represent a great threat to ASV
systems as they can be used to fool them. In this respect, there are two
ways of attacking an ASV system: Physical Attack (PA) and Logical
Attack (LA). The former involves the reproduction of the counterfeit
victim’s voice through an audio device. In this way the recognition
system sensor that captures the audio receives a recorded and played back
sound wave, not directly uttered by the speaker. This is why such an
attack is said to occur at sensor level. The latter consists of injecting the
counterfeit audio signal after the sensor pretending it was captured by it.

Given the threat posed by these attacks on ASV systems, there is an
urgent need to address a DF detection task, where a speech audio x must
be labeled as REAL or DF

f(x) =

{︄
REAL

DF
(2.7)

This verification can be incorporated as the last block of an ASV system
to ensure the authenticity of the input voice and foil malicious attacks.

In recent years, audio DF detection has become a hot topic in the
forensic research community, as it tries to keep up with the rapid evolution
of major counterfeiting techniques, namely TTS and VC, described in
Section 2.2. To this end, there are international challenges with the pur-
pose of sustaining the research, where participants compete to implement
the best anti-spoofing systems. The Automatic Speaker Verification and
Spoofing Countermeasures (ASVspoof) challenge is the most famous one
and played a key role in advancing research on spoofed speech detection
to protect ASV systems from manipulation. Held for the first time in
2015 [120] it is repeated every two years presenting participants with new
tasks, data, or baseline methods to compare against. Until 2019 [121]
it proposed competitions for LA and PA, considering the spoof speech
detection task in relation to an ASV system. However, in the latest ver-
sion, held in 2021 [122], a task exclusively finalized to audio DF detection
has been added. Other than ASVspoof, similar challenges are emerging
such as the brand new Audio Deep synthesis Detection (ADD) challenge
launched in 2022 to further accelerate research on deep synthesis detection
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and manipulated audio [123]. It includes new algorithms of TTS and VC
and, differently from ASVspoof, some challenging attacking situations in
realistic scenarios, e.g., diverse background noises and disturbances or
several small fake clips hidden in a real speech audio.

In general, DF detection methods start from similar assumptions, be
it an image, audio or video and can be divided into two main groups. The
first one focuses on low-level aspects, looking for artifacts introduced by
the generators at the pixel or sample level, while the second one focuses
on higher-level features representing semantic aspects.

2.4.1 Artifacts-based Approaches
Very often, DF synthesis processes leave traces in the form of artifacts,
which serve as hidden fingerprints that we can exploit to determine the
authenticity of the given data. For example, the authors of [31] perform
detection of AI-generated fake images by looking for artifacts through high-
frequency component analysis. They show how the energy distribution
analysis in the high-frequency domain leads to very good classification
results in both supervised and unsupervised scenarios, even when only a
few annotated training samples are available.

On the other hand, [124] addresses the same problem considering a set
of local features specifically designed to model the convolutional traces
that could be left in DF images. This extraction is performed as a reverse
engineering problem at the last computational layer of the generation
network and such features are extracted in an unsupervised way though
the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The method considers
five different types of DF generation techniques, all relying on GANs, and
not only it is able to classify an image as fake but also to predict the
most likely technique used to generate it.

The work of [125] aims to secure ASV systems against PAs through
channel pattern noise analysis. In fact, in PAs converge different types of
noise introduced by intermediate recording and playback devices. There-
fore, the authors train a SVM to capture this manipulation fingerprint
and thus detect spoof attacks.

In [13] the authors assume that a real recording has greater non-
linearity than a counterfeit one. This is motivated primarily by two
elements: the neural networks used in spoofing speech generation fail
to introduce enough non-linearity into the process, and typical non-
linearity due to microphone processing blocks are absent in synthesized
audio. Then, they use specific features to analyze these aspects, such as
bicoherence, i.e., a normalized version of 2-dimensional Fourier transform
of the third-order cumulants. Figure 2.3 shows the marked difference
between the phase spectra of the bicoherence estimated from the spoof
and real speech. It is evident from the graphs how flat and monotonous
the bicoherence phase of spoofed speech is compared to real speech.

Bicoherence is also employed in [126] along with a number of features
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Figure 2.3: Phase spectra of bicoherence estimated from a spoof (on top) and
real (on bottom) speeches [13].

based on the idea of modeling speech as a auto-regressive process. The
authors investigate whether these features complement and benefit each
other. They conduct tests in both closed-set and an open-set scenarios.
In the former, the method detects whether the speech is real or synthetic
and, if so, the generation technology. In the second, it is able to de-
tect whether a fake speech was generated through a never-before-seen
algorithm. The research shows how the combined use of these features
provides an accuracy gain in some situations.

2.4.2 Semantic-based Approaches
Some DF detection methods rely on more semantically meaningful features
and exploit high-level inconsistencies to discriminate them, assuming their
weakness in emulating the finest aspects of human nature.

Sometimes, for example, synthetic processes are unable to replicate
spontaneous and involuntary physiological activities such as breathing,
pulse or eye movements, which are intrinsic to human beings. The work of
[33] leverages just that, detecting the lack of natural eye blinking in syn-
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thesized videos. The model employs a Long-term Recurrent Convolutional
Neural Network (LRCN) obtained as the combination of a CNN and a
RNN. In this way it is able to capture both the phenomenological and
temporal regularities in the eye blinking process, as the CNN generates
single-frame predictions while the RNN analyzes temporal coherence.

Other times a mismatch between some interrelated semantic aspects
is present in DFs. For example [127] looks for dissimilarities between the
audio and visual modalities in DF videos assuming that manipulation of
either one leads to dis-harmony such as loss of lip-sync, unnatural facial
and lip movements, etc. The system takes both audio and video signals
as input and via the Modality Dissonance Score (MDS) labels the data
as real or fake. The MDS is modeled after contrastive loss, which has
traditionally been used to discover lip sync problems in video.

On the other hand the authors of [128] perform face-swap DF detection
by comparing two different estimates of the subject’s head pose, one
involving all facial landmarks and one only the central region. The results
show that the two estimates are close for original faces, while there is a
significant difference for face-swap DFs since the central region belongs
to a different person.

Similarly, [129] approaches the same problem combining a static
biometric based on facial recognition with a temporal, behavioral biometric
based on facial expressions and head movements. The first is extracted
using VGG [130], a state-of-the-art method for face recognition tasks.
For the second, the authors adapt a network called Facial Attributes-
Net (FAb-Net) [131], to distinguish spatio-temporal behavior features
between individuals. In fact, the original FAb-Net captures frame-based
movements and facial expressions well, but is identity agnostic. Finally,
for each video they analyze through a cosine-similarity metric how much
these two representations are coherent between them and in this way
perform classification.

Other methods leverage semantic aspects that are very difficult to
formalize and replicate, such as human emotional behaviors. For example,
the work presented in [34] exploits the lack of emotionality in synthetic
voices generated via TTS techniques to recognize them. To do this they
take the Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) originally
proposed in [132] for a Speaker Emotion Recognition (SER) task and
consider as emotional embeddings the output of the final attention layer.
These representations are fed to a SVM classifier that learns the mapping
between the emotional content of an audio and its authenticity.

Finally, the work presented in [14] leverages the inconsistency between
emotions conveyed by audio and visual modalities in a joint audio-visual
DF, as shown in Figure 2.4. The authors rely on a valence-arousal diagram
used to describe and represent emotions. Valence denotes an emotion’s
positivity or negativity level, while arousal its intensity. The model
extracts low-level descriptors from audio and video signals and uses them
to compute valence and arousal values through a supervised classifier.
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Finally, depending on the coherence of these two values it determines if
the video is authentic or a DF.

Figure 2.4: DF detection method exploiting audio-visual emotion analysis
proposed in [14].

2.5 Conclusive Remarks
In this chapter, we have first reviewed the main state-of-the-art works
related to ASV, showing how voice can be used as a biometric. Afterwards,
we have introduced the main techniques for DF generation, with a focus
on synthetic voices and showed how prosody modeling can make them
even more expressive and natural. Finally, we have examined how audio
DFs pose a threat to ASV systems and illustrated the main techniques to
detect them.



3
Proposed System

In this chapter we better formalize the problem we are going to address,
namely, audio DF detection. Next, we present our proposed method, that
leverages the extraction and concatenation of high-level semantic features
from an input audio signal.

3.1 Problem Formulation
The problem we want to tackle in this thesis is that of audio DF detec-
tion. Formally, given a discrete-time input speech signal x sampled with
sampling frequency Fs, the goal is to predict the associated label y such
that

y ∈ {REAL,DF}, (3.1)
where REAL identifies authentic speech samples, while DF corresponds
to speech that has been synthetically generated. We consider as REAL
audio signals those containing the speaking voice of a real human, directly
captured by a microphone. Consequently, any artifacts and compressions
they may contain are not considered as forgeries, but as audio processing
operations. On the other hand, we consider as DF any audio that has
been altered or fully synthesized. In particular, our work focuses on DFs
generated using the two main speech synthesis techniques, TTS and VC,
discussed in Section 2.2.

3.2 System Architecture
We propose a method for audio DF detection named ProsoSpeaker. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows its complete pipeline. Our approach leverages the difficulty
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Figure 3.1: Pipeline of the proposed system.

of DFs in generating complex semantic aspects of voice naturally. Hence,
the proposed ProsoSpeaker method relies on a rich set of high-level fea-
tures that we extract from the input x. We will refer to each one of
them as speaker (fs) and prosody (fp) embeddings. Then, we use this
representation as input to a fast supervised classifier, which outputs for
each input x a prediction of the label y.

3.2.1 Speaker Embedding Extraction
The principle of VC algorithms is to operate on pristine speech signals
and modify their frequency content to match a target identity. We believe
that this kind of forgeries could leave traces in the speaker timbre quality
that we can leverage to perform synthetic speech detection. We propose to
do so through a feature set that describes each voice’s unique fingerprint
compactly, extracting the spectro-temporal characteristics of the analyzed
spokesperson, i.e., timbre specific properties or pitch contour of the
voice. This feature set, that we indicate with fs, is extracted exploiting a
state-of-the-art network, called ECAPA-TDNN [15], originally proposed
for an ASV task, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2. The proposed speaker
embeddings can spot voice anomalies and allow us to discriminate between
real and synthetic tracks generated through VC engines, as we will prove
in the results section. The ECAPA-TDNN model enhances the typical
x-vectors architectures [72, 73, 133] and significantly outperforms state-
of-the-art TDNN based systems. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of its
pipeline. The design allows projecting variable-length utterances into
fixed-length representations. Being a TDNN, the model involves several
1D convolutions with C = 1024 channels that gradually increase the
temporal context. Each of them comes with a non-linear ReLU activation
function and a Batch Normalization (BN).
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the ECAPA-TDNN model described in [15]. k
is the kernel size and d the dilation coefficient of the convolutional layers or
SE-Res2Blocks. S is the number of training speakers, while the channel and
temporal dimensions of the intermediate feature maps are denoted as C and
T , respectively.

The ECAPA-TDNN architecture resembles the x-vectors one, widely
used for ASV tasks, but enhances it with several improvements. The first
one builds on the work of [75], which presents a new pooling method for
extracting deep speaker embeddings, called attentive statistical pooling.
It exploits both the effectiveness of higher-order statistics and attention
mechanisms for calculating content-based weights at frame-level in an
ASV temporal pooling layer. ECAPA-TDNN extends this temporal
attention mechanism to be channel-dependent. The network focuses
more on speaker characteristics that do not activate on identical or
similar temporal instances, e.g., vowel-specific versus consonant-specific
properties. Furthermore, by extending self-attention to global properties
of the utterance, they enlarge the temporal context of the pooling layer.
In this way the network better adapts to global audio properties such
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Figure 3.3: Insight into the architecture of a SE-Res2Block. [15]

as noise or recording conditions. The second type of improvements
draws from recent trends in face verification and computer vision, such as
Squeeze-Exitation (SE) Blocks [76], and ResBlocks [77]. The former models
interdependencies between channels, while the latter involves skipping
connections between layers and is widely employed in very deep ANNs
since it solves the problem of vanishing gradient and exploits multi-layer
information. ECAPA-TDNN exploits SE blocks to rescale the frame-
level features, concerning global properties of the recording. However, to
combine them with the benefits of residual connections without increasing
the total number of parameters, it implements a SE-Res2Block. Figure 3.3
shows its structure. Two 1D convolutional layers with a unit kernel size
serve to reduce and restore the feature size, respectively. A Res2Net
module [134] improves the dilated 1D convolutional layer in the middle,
making it capable of processing multi-scale features by building residual
hierarchical connections within. Finally, a SE block scales each channel.
The dimension of the convolutional bottleneck is 128, while the scale
dimension in the Res2Block is 8. As a final computer vision influence,
the last layer, the Additive Angular Margin (AAM)-Softmax, which
computes the speaker probabilities during training, is widely used for
face recognition tasks. The third and final enhancement concerns the
aggregation of features extracted from different layers. Traditional x-
vectors architectures only consider the output of the last frame-layer to
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compute pooled statistics. On the other hand, it can be advantageous
to correlate the deeper and therefore more complex features with the
more superficial ones, strongly related to the speaker’s identity. To do
so, ECAPA-TDNN concatenates for each frame the features coming out
from the three SE-Res2Blocks. In addition, the shortcut present in each
SE-Res2Block reinforces this aspect, by further enabling the exploitation
of multi-layer information.

During training, for each considered speaker, the model outputs the
probability that the identity of the input voice belongs to them,
through the AAM-Softmax layer. On the contrary, at inference time it
measures the similarity of the identities of two different audios through
CD between their embeddings, extracted after the fully-connected layer.
We use this model as an embedding extractor by first training it for the
original task (i.e., ASV) and then feeding the considered input x to the
trained network. We then assume the output of the network as embedding
representation discarding the final classification layer, hence adopting a
transfer-learning strategy. In particular, the variable length signal x is
first pre-processed, i.e., transformed in time-frequency domain applying a
Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with window length Ws and hop
size Hs. From the resulting Spectrogram X we compute a set of MFCCs,
i.e.,

XMFCC = MFCC(x) ∈ RMs×B, (3.2)
where Ms corresponds to the number of time windows and B is the total
number of Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients. This feature map is then
used as input to the trained ECAPA-TDNN network, which projects it
into the fixed-length speaker embedding fs of length Ns.

3.2.2 Prosody Embeddings Extraction
Complementary to the aspects described by the speaker embeddings, we
believe that high-level prosodic aspects, like speech signal variations in
rhythm, intonation and style, constitute another aspect we can leverage
to discriminate deepfake speech tracks. The rationale behind this choice
lies in the subtractive definition of prosody introduced in Section 1.1.3,
which describes it as the variation in speech signals that remains after
accounting for variation due to phonetics, speaker identity, and channel
effects. It follows that speaker identity and prosody are two disjoint and
complementary properties of speech. For this reason, we believe that a rep-
resentation that includes both the aspects is capable of describing speech
signals more comprehensively. Moreover, prosody measures an intrinsic
human voice characteristic that we assume TTS synthesis algorithms
struggle at recreating. In fact, despite the recent advances, synthetic
prosody has different quality and intensity w.r.t. to human speech, and
this difference can be captured using a set of prosody embeddings. The
obtained results later prove this assumption. To extract this feature set,
that we indicate as fp in Figure 3.1, we experimented with two different
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extraction approaches based on the main prosodic modeling methods
presented in Section 2.3. The first one employs hand-crafted features
typically used to describe prosody, while the second one makes use of DL
and extracts features learned by the network.

3.2.2.1 Handcrafted Features

Inspired by several state-of-the-art approaches to prosodic modeling, we
extract a representation of prosody based on handcrafted features from
an audio signal. As already mentioned in Section 1.1.3, most approaches
derive them from three speech properties: the temporal contour of f0,
which encodes aspects related to intonation, such as the rising pitch in
a question; the temporal contour of energy E0, which encodes aspects
related to emphasis and emotional depth; the duration of voiced, unvoiced
and pause segments, associated with the speaking rate.

We tested two different approaches to feature extraction. The first
divides each audio into overlapping segments using fix-length windows.
The second divides each audio into non-overlapping segments of variable
length in which the presence of voice is detected. We will refer to the
features extracted by the first method as windowed features fw and the
others as voiced features fv. Before applying either method, we preprocess
the audio. As a first step we eliminate the initial and final silence
by analyzing the first and the last instant in which voice is detected.
Subsequently, we either trim or zero-pad the signal to 4 seconds. Finally,
we normalize the audio and shift the average f0 to 150 Hz to achieve sex
invariance.

Windowed Features

This method assumes that pauses in speech also play an important role
in prosodic representation, together with the voiced component. For this
reason, it partitions the audio into segments of constant length that may
contain both voiced and unvoiced speech material. To do so, it employs
triangular windows of length Ww and with a hop size Hw. Then, for each
window it estimates the temporal contours of f0 and E0 with fine time
detail. Finally, it extracts a set of 23 features we deemed relevant from
the two contours, computed in each segment through minimum (min),
maximum (max) and the first four statistical moments, average (avg),
standard deviation (stdev), skewness (skew) and kurtosis (kurt):

• Features directly calculated on the values of f0 for each segment:
avg(f0), stdev(f0), max(f0), min(f0), max(f0)−min(f0), skew(f0),
kurt(f0).

• Features calculated on the Tilt of a linear estimation of f0 for each
segment: avg(tilt(f0)), stdev(tilt(f0)), max(tilt(f0)), min(tilt(f0)),
skew(tilt(f0)), kurt(tilt(f0)).
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• Features calculated on the Mean Square Error (MSE) of a linear es-
timation of f0 for each segment: avg(MSE(f0)), stdev(MSE(f0)),
max(MSE(f0)), min(MSE(f0)), skew(MSE(f0)),
kurt(MSE(f0)).

• Features directly calculated on the values of E0 for each segment:
avg(E0), stdev(E0), skew(E0), kurt(E0).

In this way we extract from each audio a matrix Mw × 23 where Mw
is the number of windows and hence of audio fragments. To change
from this two-dimensional representation to a one-dimensional vector we
compute the same six statistics (avg, stdev, skew, kurt, min, max) for
each feature along the temporal dimension Mw. As a result we obtain a
vector of 138 features describing each audio.

To take explicitly into account the distribution of the pauses and
of the voiced and unvoiced segments we extract an additional vector of
features in a global fashion from the whole utterance. It is composed of
25 features:

• Voiced rate: voiced segments per second.

• Features based on the duration of voiced segments Dv: avg(Dv),
stdev(Dv), skew(Dv), kurt(Dv), max(Dv), min(Dv).

• Features based on the duration of unvoiced segments Du: avg(Du),
stdev(Du), skew(Du), kurt(Du), max(Du), min(Du).

• Features based on the duration of pauses P : avg(P ), stdev(P ),
skew(P ), kurt(P ), max(P ), min(P ).

• Features based on duration ratios: P
Dv+Du

, P
Du

, Dv

Dv+Du
, Du

Dv+Du
, Dv

P
,

Du

P
.

To obtain the final representation of the prosody of an input speech signal
we concatenate the two feature vectors described above into a single one
of length Nw, which we denote as fw.

Voiced Features

This method assumes that prosody depends on the sequence of words or
syllables. Therefore, it is appropriate to only consider such voiced units
for feature extraction, discarding the pauses between them. By analyzing
the temporal contour of f0, this method identifies voiced segments that
plausibly represent the single words in the audio signal. To do so it
estimates the temporal contours of f0 with fine time detail and selects as
voiced segments those portions of audio containing speech voice sounds
that are at least Dv long, as depicted in the upper graph of Figure 3.4a.
Then, for each segment it extracts a set of 36 features:
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• f0 and E0 statistical features: the same set of 23 features of the
windowed case described above.

• Duration of each voiced segment.

• f0 and E0 approximation coefficients: a set of 12 coefficients we de-
rive from a Legendre polynomial expansion of the temporal contour
of f0 and E0, respectively, as described in [135]. These coefficients
can accurately approximate the two contours as

f(t) =
N∑︂
i=0

aiLi(t), (3.3)

where f(t) is either the frequency or energy contour, Li(t) is the ith
Legendre polynomial, and N its order. Therefore, by setting N equal
to 5 we end up with 6 coefficients. Figure 3.4 visually demonstrates
the approximation of both f0 and E0 temporal contours for each
voiced segment.

Consequently, the method extracts from each audio a matrix Nv × 36,
where Mv is the number of voiced segments, which is variable and generally
much lower than Mw, used in the windowed case. To change from this
two-dimensional representation to a one-dimensional vector we compute
the six statistics ( avg, stdev, skew, kurt, min, max) for each feature
along the temporal dimension Mv. As a result we obtain a vector of Nv
features, which we denote as fv, describing the prosody of an input speech
signal.

3.2.2.2 Prosody Encoder

In order to extract a learned representation of audio prosody we rely on
the reference encoder described in [17]. The authors originally introduced
this module in Tacotron’s architecture [16, 118] to improve the naturalness
of the synthesized voices, enhancing their prosody controls.

The original Tacotron model, as already mentioned in section 2.2.1,
performs a generative end-to-end TTS synthesis and generates speech
starting from a text input, depending on the speaker’s identity considered
in the training phase. The core of Tacotron is a seq2seq model, com-
prising an encoder, an attention-based decoder, and a post-processing
net [93, 94]. The model takes as input a sequence of characters from
which the encoder extracts a high-level representation, successively trans-
formed in Spectrogram by the decoder. Finally, a vocoder produces
the corresponding waveform from the resulting Spectrogram. As a first
step, the character sequence is encoded in an embedding where a one-hot
vector represents each character. Then, each embedding undergoes a
series of transformations, collectively called pre-net and is input to a
CBHG-encoder, shown in Figure 3.5. CBHG stands for 1D convolution
bank - highway network - bidirectional GRU and comes from the work of
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Figure 3.4: (a) and (b) show the comparison between the original temporal con-
tour and the one approximated in each voice segment by Legendre polynomial
for f0 and E0, respectively. In particular, in the upper plot of (a) is highlighted
the division into voiced segments, represented by the colored sections. The
text of the considered audio is “He will address the nation this evening" and
intuitively each voiced segment represents a word.
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Figure 3.5: CBHG-encoder architecture [16].

[136] in machine translation. CBHG is a particularly effective module for
extracting representations from sequences. Its architecture first convolves
the input with K sets of 1D convolutional filters to explicitly model local
and contextual information. Then, it stacks together the convolution’s
outputs and max-pools them along time to increase local invariances.
Successively, it feeds the processed sequence to some fixed-width 1D
convolutions and adds the outputs to the original input sequence via resid-
ual connections. Next, a multi-layer highway network derives high-level
features from the convolutional outputs. Finally, a bidirectional GRU
extracts sequential features from the context both forward and backward.
From this transcript embedding Tacotron generates multiple Spectrogram
frames simultaneously, using a content-based tanh attention decoder,
where a static recurrent layer produces the attention request at each
decoder time step. Once the Spectrogram is ready, a pre-trained vocoder
transforms it into audio. In the original model [16] the authors employ
Griffin-Lim, but we can use any other. Later implementations of the
model use WaveNet [92] for this purpose [11]. During training, the first
decoder step is conditioned on an all-zero frame and the model is trained
on <text, audio> inputs, considering their 80-band Mel Spectrograms as
targets.

The authors of [17], make two main improvements to the Tacotron’s
architecture as shown in Figure 3.6. First, they adapt it to the mul-
tispeaker scenario by conditioning the decoder also on the speakers’s
identity in the training set. Second, they include an explicit representa-
tion of prosody to make the output voices more expressive and be able to
modify or transfer their style. This is done by broadcast-concatenating
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Figure 3.6: Pipeline of the prosody enhanced Tacotron presented in [17].

both a speaker embedding and a prosody embedding to the transcript
one. Therefore, the matrix used as context for the attention layer has
dimensions LT × (dt +ds +Ne), where LT is the length of the encoded rep-
resentation of the transcript, dt is the transcription embedding dimension,
ds speaker embedding one, and Ne the prosody embedding one. When the
encoder is conditioned on this learned embedding the synthesized audio
is able to match the prosody of a reference signal with fine time detail
even when the reference and synthesis speakers are different. Figure 3.7
shows an insight into the architecture of the reference encoder. It is a
6-layer CNN where each layer includes 3× 3 filters with 2× 2 stride, same
padding and ReLU activation with BN. Compared to the downsampling
rate the number of filters in each layer doubles by half: 32, 32, 64, 64,
128, 128. The Lr × dr reference signal is downsampled 64 times in both
dimensions. Then, a single 128-width GRU [137] compresses the sequence
produced by the CNN layers down to a single fixed-length vector. The
final output of the GRU is taken as the pooled summarization of the
sequence. Finally, a fully-connected layer followed by a tanh activation
function projects the output to the desired dimensionality, allowing to
compute the Ne-dimensional embedding. This design sufficiently bot-
tlenecks the input information to force the encoder to learn a compact
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Figure 3.7: Architecture of the prosody encoder included in [17].

representation of prosody.
For this work, we train Tacotron and prosody encoder jointly by

synthesizing target audio signals, provided as input to both, and using
the reconstruction error as loss function. On the contrary, the target
audio for prosody can be any utterance whose style is to be transferred
to the output at inference time. Once the prosody encoder is trained, we
use it as an embedding extractor, feeding as input the Mel Spectrogram
of the input signal x

Xmel = MelSpec(x) ∈ RMp×K , (3.4)

where Mp is the number of time windows and K corresponds to the total
number of frequency bins, extracted with window size Wp and hop size
Hp. We denote the output of the prosody encoder as fe, of length Ne.

3.2.3 Classifier
As shown in Figure 3.1, the final part of the ProsoSpeaker pipeline is a
supervised binary classifier. We concatenate the two embeddings fs and fp
obtaining a final feature vector fed to the classification stage and defined
as

f = [fs, fp] ∈ RNs+Np , (3.5)
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where fp can be either fw or fv or fe depending on the prosody extraction
method used and Np is its length which can be can be Nw, Nv or Ne,
respectively. The supervised classifier is trained to predict the class y
of the input speech x. We decide to adopt a simple classification front-
end because we mostly rely on the discriminative capacity of the rich
proposed feature set. Moreover, it is worth noting that any supervised
classifier algorithm can be used at this stage, as our pipeline is classifier-
independent.

3.3 Conclusive Remarks
In this chapter we have formalized the problem that this thesis attempts
to solving and presented the pipeline of the method proposed to tackle it.
In particular, we have explained the various approaches tested to extract
high-level semantic features and then the classifier we use to label the
input audio signals as real or deepfake.



4
Experimental Setup

This chapter describes the environment of the experimental setup we used
to validate our method. We provide details about the datasets involved,
the training and feature extraction procedures and the evaluation metrics.
Then, we describe the baselines against which we compare the method
and the experiments we performed to evaluate it.

4.1 Datasets Description
In this section we introduce the datasets involved in the training and
testing phases of the presented work, that in total count almost 800000
tracks. We considered multiple datasets containing tracks of both REAL,
i.e, authentic, and DF, i.e., synthetic, classes, aiming at testing the
generalization properties of the proposed method. In the following we
provide further details for each dataset, that will be later useful in
interpreting the experimental results.
ASVspoof 2019 [121] is the official dataset of the ASVspoof 2019 chal-
lenge, in which participants competed to implement the best antispoofing
system for ASV, as mentioned in Section 2.4. It is a speech audio dataset
with both real and synthetic tracks belonging to the same speakers. It
contains two partitions, one for PA and one for LA, further divided into
train, dev and eval. The former is designed against attacks that physically
reproduce the counterfeit voice of the victim through an audio device,
while the latter against those that directly inject the spoofed signal into
an ASV system. We considered the LA partition since it includes spoofing
attacks generated through TTS, VC and TTS/VC hybrid techniques.
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Each partition comprises authentic signals along with speech samples
generated with 19 different synthesis algorithms. The train and dev
partitions have been created using the same set of synthesis algorithms
(named A01, A02, ..., A06), while the eval partition includes samples
generated with different techniques (A07, ..., A19). We use train and dev
partitions for training and fine-tuning the proposed method, while eval
partition is used in test.
ASVspoof 2021 [122] is the dataset from the 2021 version of the
ASVspoof challenge. While train and dev are the same as in the 2019
version, eval comprises a new partition, so called DF, specifically designed
for the problem we are addressing. This has been built by processing
with different lossy codecs the data from ASVspoof 2019 LA eval set and
additional sources. However, unlike the 2019 version, the labels are not
yet fully released at the time of writing so the synthesis and compression
algorithms are unknown.
LibriSpeech [138] is an open-source dataset containing about 1000
hours of authentic speech from different speakers. From this corpus we
considered the subset train-clean-100. We decided to include audio tracks
from this dataset in the training set to increase the number of authentic
tracks, helping the model to generalize better.
LJSpeech (LJS) [139] is a dataset containing short audio tracks of REAL
speech recorded from a single speaker reciting pieces from non-fiction
books. This dataset is part of the testing set.
Cloud 2019 [140] is a collection of TTS generated audio signals proposed
in [140]. It includes tracks from different state-of-the-art speech generators
available as cloud services: Amazon AWS Polly (PO), Google Cloud
Standard (GS), Google Cloud WaveNet (GW), Microsoft Azure (AZ) and
IBM Watson (WA). We include this dataset in the test set as DF signals.
These algorithms are different from those considered in the training set,
and thus provide additional in-the-wild synthetic data to the test set.
Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture (IEMOCAP)
(IEM) [141] is a dataset originally designed for the SER task. The data
were recorded during scripted and improvised conversations by 10 actors.
It contains video and audio signals annotated with information about
the speakers’ facial expressions and hand movements. We include this
dataset in the test set as authentic signals.
VoxCeleb is an audio-video dataset containing short clips extracted
from celebrity interviews on YouTube. It counts more than 7000 different
speakers, embracing a wide range of ethnicities, ages and accents, for
a total of more than one million utterances. The dataset consists of
two versions, VoxCeleb1 [142] and VoxCeleb2 [143], each with its own
train/test split. The first contains about 100000 audio tracks, while the
second contains about 1000000.
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Table 4.1: Composition of the training, development and testing sets for
the front-end binary classifier.

Dataset N. Tracks REAL DF Train Dev Test

ASVspoof 2019 121 461 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ASVspoof 2021 611 829 ✓ ✓ ✓
LibriSpeech 28 539 ✓ ✓
LJSpeech 13 100 ✓ ✓
Cloud2019 11 888 ✓ ✓
IEMOCAP 10 039 ✓ ✓

Total 796 856 86 778 710 078 53 919 24 844 718 093

Blizzard 2013 [144] is a dataset including the speech of a professional
narrator reading the text of a collection of classic novels in an expressive
and emotional storytelling style.

In Table 4.1 we report the train and testing split used for the front-end
binary classifier and the type of speech signal, REAL or DF, included in
each dataset.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of our method and analyze its behavior, we
relied on well-known metrics. The first is balanced accuracy, often used
in binary classification problems when dealing with unbalanced datasets,
i.e., when the classes do not share the same number of samples. In order
to define it we must first introduce two other metrics from which it is
calculated: True Positive Rate (TPR), also known as sensitivity, and True
Negative Rate (TNR), also known as specificity. We refer with positive
and negative to the two classes for the problem at hand, which in our
case are respectively REAL and DF. TPR is the ratio between the True
Positive (TP), which is the number of correctly classified positive samples,
and the total amount of positive samples

TPR =
TP

TP + FN , (4.1)

where False Negative (FN) is the number of positive samples incorrectly
classified as negatives. On the other hand, TNR is the ratio between the
True Negative (TN), which is the number of correctly classified negative
samples, and the total amount of negative samples

TNR =
TN

TN + FP , (4.2)

where False Positive (FP) is the number of negative samples incorrectly
classified as positives. Finally we can define the balanced accuracy as

Bal. Acc. = TPR + TNR
2

(4.3)
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The closer to 1 the balanced accuracy, the higher the performance of the
model. Another metric we adopt is the confusion matrix which allows
the visualization of the classification performances. It either displays TP,
FP, TN, FN values or their normalized percentage. It is defined as[︃

TN FP
FN TP

]︃
(4.4)

Another widely used metric we employ is the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (ROC) curve with the associated Area Under the Curve (AUC).
The ROC curve is a graph showing the performance of a classification
model at all classification thresholds. It can be graphically represented by
plotting at different classification thresholds the TPR against the False
Positive Rate (FPR) defined as

FPR =
FP

FP + TN (4.5)

AUC is defined as the two-dimensional area underneath the entire ROC
curve. The AUC represents the separability ability of the model, e.g, how
much the model is able to distinguish between the classes. The closer to
100 the AUC, the better the model is at predicting TP and TN. The last
metric we employ is Equal Error Rate (EER), typically used to evaluate
performance of biometric security systems. It individuates the point on a
ROC curve at which the FPR is equal to the False Negative Rate (FNR),
defined as

FNR =
FN

TP + FN (4.6)

Therefore, the number of correctly and incorrectly classified samples is
equal between the two classes at this operating threshold. The closer to
0 the EER value, the the higher the accuracy of the biometric system.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of a ROC curve with a visual understanding
of what AUC and EER represent.

4.3 Features Extraction & Training Details
Our system involves two different types of feature extraction methods,
namely windowed and voiced features and three independent training
stages, namely for ECAPA-TDNN network, for the prosody encoder and
for the final binary classifier.

To extract the windowed features we use Mw triangular windows of
length Ww = 0.5 s, with a hop size Hw = 0.1 s. After the concatena-
tion between their statistics vector and the global features extracted at
utterance-level we obtain a final feature vector fw of length Nw = 163.
On the other hand, we extract voice features on a variable number Mv
of segments that contain voice traces. In particular we include in this
analysis all the segments in which the speech voice sounds detected have
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Figure 4.1: Example of a ROC curve, with the associated AUC and EER values
[18].

a minimum length of Dv = 60 ms as suggested in [135]. After computing
the statistics over all segments, we obtain a final feature vector fv of
length Nv = 216.

Regarding the speaker embedding extractor, we use a version of
ECAPA-TDNN available at [145], which uses Additive Margin Softmax
Loss and is trained on VoxCeleb 1 and VoxCeleb 2 datasets. As men-
tioned in Section 3.2.1, the input waveform x, to be used as input to
ECAPA-TDNN network, must be first transformed in its MFCC represen-
tation XMFCC. For this operation we consider B = 80 MFCCs extracted
with Ws = 25 ms windows with hop size Hs = 10 ms, leading to a M × 80
representation, where the number of windows M depends on the length
of the audio. The final embedding vector fs has dimension Ns = 192. For
the prosody learned features, we train the prosody encoder on Blizzard
2013 dataset, for 200000 epochs, following the training procedure detailed
in [17]. For computational issues, we modify only one parameter value, the
mini-batch size, that in our training process is equal to 8. Before feeding it
to the encoder, the input signal x is transformed into a Mel Spectrogram
Xmel using window length Wp = 50 ms and hop size Hp = 12.5 ms. The
number of frequency bins used is K = 80. This lead to a final input of
dimension M × 80. The resulting embedding vector fp has length and
Np = 128. In Figure 4.2 we show the learned attention alignments at
different epochs when jointly training Tacotron and the prosody encoder.
The graphs, showing how well the encoded input matches the decoder
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(a) 50k epochs (b) 130k epochs (c) 200k epochs

Figure 4.2: Attention alignment graphs extracted at different training epochs
of the expressive Tacotron model presented in [17]

output for each timestep, reflect a marked learning throughout the epochs
as the line gets neater and well-defined.

The final set of concatenated features is f as a fusion of fs extracted
via ECAPA-TDNN and fp represented by either prosody encoder output
fe or by windowed/voiced features, fw and fv, respectively. This vector is
then standardized by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance, as
described in Section 1.1.4 and acts as input to the binary classifier. The
supervised classification algorithm we adopt is SVM classifier, following
the training-development partition detailed in Table 4.1. To find the
best set of hyper-parameters we performed a grid search on development
partition using balanced accuracy as a metric. We considered the following
parameters: C ∈ [0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100], kernel coefficient γ ∈ [1/N, 1/(N ∗
σ2
f )], where N is dimensionality of the feature vector f and σ2

f is the
variance of f over the training dataset. In addition, we vary the kernel
type between radial basis function kernel, polynomial kernel and sigmoid
kernel. The best configuration proved to be C = 100, γ = 1/(N ∗ σ2

f ) and
using radial basis function kernel.

4.4 Baselines
To test the validity and novelty of our method, we compare its perfor-
mances with those of three different baselines. They rely on various
representations of the input data, allowing us to have an orthogonal
approach to the problem. The first one is RawNet2 [146], a state-of-the-
art end-to-end neural network that operates on raw waveforms. It has
been first proposed for the ASVspoof 2019 challenge and included as a
baseline in the ASVspoof 2021 challenge both for LA and DF tasks. We
train the network for 100 epochs on the same training set we adopted
for the proposed method, using a cross-entropy loss function with Adam
optimization [147], a mini-batch size of 32 and a learning rate of 0.0001.
The second and third baselines are variants of ResNet [77], a residual
CNN that creates shortcuts between layers by skipping connections that
help stabilize training. We consider two versions of the ResNet, with an
almost identical architecture, but fed with different representations of the
input audio track, as presented in [148]. The first one, referenced as Spec-
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ResNet, takes as input the log-magnitude representation of the STFT of
the considered audio, computed on hamming windows with window size
= 2048 and 25% overlap. The second one, called MFCC-ResNet, is fed
with the first 24 MFCCs of the input data, together with their first and
second derivatives. Input transformation and training strategy for these
two networks are implemented following [148]. We train both of them on
the same training set we adopted for the proposed method by minimizing
a cross-entropy loss function with different weights assigned to genuine
and spoofed examples, to mitigate the imbalance in the training data
distribution. We use Adam optimizer with learning rate = 0.00005 and
train the networks for 200 epochs with a mini-batch size of 32.

4.5 Experiments
This section lists the experiments we conducted to test our method from
different perspectives. We set the sampling frequency Fs to 16 kHz for
all of them, hence if necessary down-sampling the audio tracks but never
upsampling them. We note that we keep the same training set for all
considered scenarios, as defined in Table 4.1, and only change the test set
depending on the experiment. Likewise, we maintain the same classifier
hyperparameters described in Section 4.3.
Embedding Comparison As a first experiment we compare the per-
formance of the different approaches considered for prosodic extraction,
presented in Section 3.2.2. To this regard we examine three different
models, all following the pipeline described in 3.1, but only differing in the
feature set passed to the classifier. In particular, in the first one we only
consider the vector of windowed features fw, in the second one only the
vector of voiced features fv and in the third one only the embeddings fe,
extracted using the prosody encoder. Being a purely prosodic analysis, in
all three cases we exclude speaker embedding fs. To compare the models
with each other and find the most accurate prosodic representation for the
task of audio DF detection we test them on ASVspoof 2019 LA eval set.
The purpose of this test is to choose the best performing one and include
it in the system pipeline as fp to continue with subsequent experiments,
while definitively discarding the others. Then, once the method is selected,
we compare the two representation, fs and fp. In particular, we inspect
how much the two embeddings differ from each other to avoid computing
redundant information.
Baseline Comparison In this experiment, we compare the results
obtained using the proposed method with those of the three considered
baselines on the LA eval partition of the ASVspoof 2019. The purpose is
to validate the novelty and effectiveness of our method with respect to
the state-of-the-art of the specific task we are addressing.
Ablation Study In this third experiment we further analyze the char-
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acteristics and the importance of each embedding subset, namely the
speaker embeddings fp and the prosody embeddings fs, used in our method.
Through an ablation study we test how they perform individually in dif-
ferent scenarios. In this analysis, we consider three distinct models, all
based on the proposed architecture, differing only for the embeddings
subset that the final SVM classifier receives as input. The first model,
that we indicate with Prosody Emb, is fully-prosodic and it is based on
fp only. The second only considers the speaker information of fs and it
is indicated with Speaker Emb. The third model is the complete one,
i.e., ProsoSpeaker, and it performs classification using the concatenation
of fp and fs. We then considered three test scenarios, depending on
the synthesis techniques used to generate the synthetic speech signals
of the test set. In the first scenario (a) we consider only speech tracks
created with TTS techniques; in the second scenario (b) only speech
tracks created with VC techniques; in the third scenario (c) both synthe-
sis techniques are considered. All the tracks for the three scenarios are
selected from ASVspoof 2019 dataset. Please notice that we consider the
hybrid TTS/VC techniques into category (a) because their starting point
is a fully-synthetic, non-human voice.
Generalization Capability This fourth experiment aims to test the
generalization capabilities of the model. Therefore, we first verify the
performances of the proposed detector singularly on each algorithm present
in ASVspoof 2019 eval to check the classification performances consistency
over different synthesis strategies. Then, we consider a more complex
open-set scenario made of multiple datasets, unseen during training and
external to the ASVspoof challenge corpora. Therefore, ProsoSpeaker
detector is tested on ASVspoof 2019 LA eval, LJSpeech, IEMOCAP and
Cloud2019.
Robustness Analysis In this fifth and final test we aim to verify the
robustness of the proposed method to common signal manipulation. In
fact, in a real-world scenario, we can perform many operations to hide the
artifacts introduced by deepfake generation algorithms, like for instance
lossy compression. Some signal information is lost by compressing an
audio track, including traces that may help deepfake detectors determine
the signal’s authenticity. Since our method does not rely on low-level
signal characteristics but analyzes semantic features, we hypothesize that
compression should not affect its performance significantly. In practice,
speaker and prosody embeddings should only partially impact this type
of data augmentation and keep their discriminative potential. To test
such aspect, we create three versions of the ASVspoof 2019 LA eval
dataset using MP3 compression at different bitrates, namely 128 kBits/s,
64 kBits/s and 32 kBits/s, using SoX tool [149]. By testing our model
on these compressed datasets, we monitor performance, checking for
any signs of degradation. Finally, to further validate this aspect, we
test the proposed method on the DF partition of ASVspoof 2021, which
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comprises more than 600000 tracks from both REAL and DF classes,
compressed with different codecs to simulate VoIP transmission. In
this case, compared to the previous, we are not aware of which audio
manipulation technique or parameters have been applied to the analyzed
tracks. This represents the most complex real-world scenario in which
our method must deal with a large amount of new data generated and
post-processed with unseen techniques.

4.6 Conclusive Remarks
In this chapter we have described the environment and datasets on which
we perform our experiments, along with the metrics used to evaluate
the results and the training details. Afterward, we have introduced
the baselines against which we compare our method and outlined the
experiments conducted to analyze different aspects of the model. In the
next chapter, we will report the results of these experimental setups.



5
Results

In this chapter we present the results of the tests outlined in Section 4.5.
These experiments aim to analyze the proposed ProsoSpeaker method
from different perspectives. Each test allows to evaluate a specific qual-
ity of the system and better understand its functioning concerning the
audio DF detection task. In the first experiment, we compare the em-
beddings extraction methods. In the second, we test the performance
of the ProsoSpeaker model in relation to that of the chosen baselines
to prove the effectiveness and novelty of our work. Through the third
experiment, we analyze the proposed method’s behavior more in-depth
to understand its strengths and functioning. The fourth one aims at
verifying the generalization capabilities when confronted with unknown
datasets. Finally, in the fifth and last experiment we introduce distortions
in the test set and measure the robustness of the ProsoSpeaker method
to this aspect.

5.1 Embeddings Comparison
Here we compare the classification performance of our model when we feed
the classifier with different embedding sets, to understand which prosodic
representation is more suitable for the task at hand. The considered
embeddings are fw, fv and fe and Figure 5.1 shows the results of the
investigation, in terms of ROC curves. These are named as windowed
features, voiced features and prosody encoder, respectively. There is an
evident difference in performance between the handcrafted features fw/fv
and the learned ones fe. The EER, AUC and balanced accuracy values
shown in Table 5.1 confirm this trend. The prosody encoder extraction
method widely outperforms the other two, with an improvement of ≈ 23%
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Table 5.1: EER, AUC and balanced accuracy values for the three fp
extraction methods on ASVspoof 2019 LA eval set.

fp extraction EER % AUC Bal. Acc. %

Prosody Encoder 15.13 91.99 85.05
Windowed Features 37.49 67.54 53.94

Voiced Features 38.92 65.18 53.08

in EER, more than 26 in AUC and ≈ 31% in balanced accuracy. The two
handcrafted features extraction methods have the same performance, very
almost identical ROC curves and similar metrics values. However, we
note a slight improvement in the case of windowed features. These results
confirm the power of DL, which, as highlighted earlier in Section 1.3,
fully automates the crucial step of feature engineering. In fact, it allows
learning from raw data the most effective representation, which does not
necessarily make sense to humans but is meaningful and optimized from
the machine’s point of view. Thus, for complex tasks such as prosody
modeling, DL approaches may derive learned features (fe) that are much
more effective than handcrafted ones (fw, fv). Given these results, from
now on we will consider fp = fe extracted by the prosody encoder, since, in
addition to having largely exceeded the other methods, it already achieves
good performance for the task we face.

As a second analysis, we compare the newly selected prosody em-
bedding fp with the speaker embedding fs to see how much they differ
from each other and avoid the computation of redundant information.
To do so, we measure the sample Pearson correlation coefficient rfifj
for each pair of elements (fi, fj) of the vector f = [f0, f1, ..., fN−1] over
the test dataset, as explained in Section 1.1.4. The resulting matrix
Rff describes both cross-correlation between prosody and speaker em-
beddings Rfsfp = RT

fpfs both auto-correlations of each embedding vector
Rfpfp and Rfsfs . Figure 5.2 shows the results of this analysis computed
in the ASVspoof 2019 eval partition in the form of a correlation matrix.
The diagonal has been set to 0 for visualization purposes. There, we can
identify two rectangular regions, one at the top left, corresponding to
Rfsfs , and one at the bottom right, corresponding to Rfpfp . Although the
elements of fp have a higher degree of internal correlation than those of fs,
with mean value µ(Rfpfp) = 0.21 and standard deviation σ(Rfpfp) = 0.08,
respectively, the cross coefficients present low values, with an average
value of µ(Rfsfp) = 0.07. This means that the two embedding vectors do
not strongly correlate with each other and do not share much information.
The spectro-temporal and prosodic characteristics we are considering have
turned out to be orthogonal to each other, benefiting our detector.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of ROC curves extracted from the three fp extraction
methods on ASVspoof 2019 LA eval set.
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Figure 5.2: Cross-correlation matrix Rff of feature vectors f realizations of
ASVspoof 2019 eval set.

5.2 Baseline Comparison
In this section we test the classification performance of our method and
compare the results with those of the considered baselines on the same test
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set of the previous experiment, the LA eval partition of the ASVspoof 2019
dataset. First, we test how well the method can separate the REAL and
DF classes. Figure 5.3 shows the results on a histogram, by representing
on the y-axis the number of audio signals, expressed as a percentage
of the total, and on the x-axis the scores that ProsoSpeaker assigns to
them. We choose REAL as the positive class, associated to a score of
1 and DF as the negative class, with a score of 0. In this sense, the
closer an output score s = ProsoSpeaker(x) is to either of these values,
the greater the confidence with which the model assigns to the input
signal x the corresponding class label. It is evident from the histogram
that the method can separate the two classes effectively. It assigns to
most DF audio signals a score lower than 0.2 and to most REAL ones
a score higher than 0.8. Next, we calculate the metrics presented in
Section 4.4 to test the performance of our method and compare it to
the baselines, RawNet2, MFCC-ResNet and Spec-ResNet. Figure 5.4
shows the ROC curves of the three detectors and Table 5.2 shows the
corresponding AUC, EER and balanced accuracy values. ProsoSpeaker
detector outperforms all the three baselines in the considered metrics. In
particular, the most remarkable improvement is seen over Spec-ResNet
with a difference of about 15% for EER and balanced accuracy, while 10
for AUC. A significant gain is also shown concerning RawNet2, which
is the best-performing baseline among those proposed for the ASVspoof
2021 challenge. Here, our method improves by almost 3% over EER and
balanced accuracy, while 2 over AUC. This shows that our method can
compete with and improve upon the proposed state-of-the-art for the
audio DF detection task.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram showing the distribution of the output scores of ProsoS-
peaker computed on ASVspoof 2019 eval set.

5.3 Generalization Capability
In this third set of experiments, we aim to analyze the consistency and
generalization ability of the proposed method by augmenting the consid-
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Figure 5.4: ROC curves for the proposed method and the considered baselines,
evaluated on ASVspoof 2019 LA eval set.
Table 5.2: EER, AUC and balanced accuracy values for the proposed
ProsoSpeaker method and the considered baselines, evaluated on ASVspoof
2019 LA eval set.

Model EER % AUC Bal. Acc. %

RawNet2 (Baseline) 8.15 97.09 91.66
MFCC-ResNet (Baseline) 13.98 93.52 84.96
Spec-ResNet (Baseline) 18.75 88.31 79.50

ProsoSpeaker (Ours) 5.39 98.85 94.43

ered test set. First, we verify the performances of the proposed detector
singularly on each algorithm present in ASVspoof 2019 eval to check the
classification performances consistency over different synthesis strategies.
Then, we want to assess ProsoSpeaker ’s generalization capabilities across
multiple datasets, unseen during training and external to the ASVspoof
challenge corpora. Figure 5.5 shows the percentage of correct attribution
values obtained for each synthesis algorithm included in ASVspoof 2019
eval set (A07, A08, ..., A13) and for LJSpeech, IEMOCAP and Cloud2019
(divided in PO, AZ, GS, GW, WA). The label AU corresponds to real
speech samples distributed in ASVspoof 2019. The proposed method is
successful in almost all the considered cases, with a percentage of correct
attribution value always higher than 0.80. This means that ProsoSpeaker
has good generalization capabilities, and we can consider it a reliable
method. The only exception is represented by the TTS generator IBM
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Watson, included in Cloud2019, where the accuracy is equal to 0.50. We
believe this issue is due to the fact that the IBM TTS method is specifi-
cally trained considering a “prosodic-phonology" approach for generating
expressive speech [150], hence deceiving our detection method.
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Figure 5.5: Bar plot of the percentage of correct attribution values of the
proposed model on each partition of each considered dataset.

5.4 Ablation Study
In this analysis, we consider the three distinct models presented in Sec-
tion 4.5, based on the proposed architecture, but differing for the embed-
dings subset fed to the final classifier. Prosody Emb, is the fully-prosodic
one, Speaker Emb only considers the speaker information and the proposed
method, ProsoSpeaker, is the fusion of the two. Table 5.3 and Figure 5.6
show the binary classification performances of this analysis, the first in
terms of EER, AUC and balance accuracy obtained for the three models
in the three considered test scenarios, (a) VC, (b) TTS and (c) ALL,
the second showing the corresponding ROC curves. The predictions of
the two partial models are orthogonal to each other and each performs
better on a distinct scenario. In particular, prosodic embeddings fp can
discriminate speech signals generated with TTS algorithms well but are
less effective with VC methods, while speaker embeddings fs achieves
better results in the VC case than TTS. This is further confirmed by the
confusion matrices shown in Figure 5.7. They contain the percentages
of correctly and incorrectly classified signals for all the models in the
three scenarios, computed with a 0.5 threshold on the output scores.
Note how the bottom row, concerning the REAL audio signals, remains
unchanged for each type of embedding used for each matrix. Only the DF
partition changes between different scenarios, while the REAL one stays
the same. Clearly, the worst cases are when only fs is used to classify
TTS-generated audio (top-left) and only fp to classify VC-generated audio
(center). On the other hand, the complementary cases (top-center and
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Table 5.3: EER, AUC and balanced accuracy values for the three models
(ProsoSpeaker, Speaker Emb, Prosody Emb) tested on the three scenarios
(TTS, VC, ALL).

(a) TTS

EER % AUC Bal. Acc. %

ProsoSpeaker 4.93 99.02 94.77
Prosody Emb 8.58 96.68 90.64
Speaker Emb 26.21 81.64 74.62

(b) VC

EER % AUC Bal. Acc. %

ProsoSpeaker 6.70 98.29 93.28
Prosody Emb 30.04 76.35 66.44
Speaker Emb 9.82 96.53 88.20

(c) ALL

EER % AUC Bal. Acc. %

ProsoSpeaker 5.39 98.85 94.43
Prosody Emb 15.13 91.99 85.05
Speaker Emb 22.88 85.08 77.75

center-left) show very good performances, confirming the effectiveness of
fs in the VC scenario and fp in the TTS scenario. Consequently, for both
cases when all the algorithms are considered the performances worsen.
Confirming what was demonstrated earlier with ROC curves and metrics,
the last row of matrices, related to the use of f , shows better results
in all three scenarios, especially the more general one that includes all
synthesis techniques. From these results we can confirm our initial hy-
pothesis, i.e., that each one of the two speech generation techniques fails
in reproducing one of the semantic features encoded by fs or fp. On
one side, TTS systems struggle at recreating natural sounding prosody,
starting from a pure textual input, and hence prosody embeddings are
effectively discriminating them from real speech. On the other hand,
VC techniques manipulate an authentic speech sample to impersonate a
target speaker, introducing artifacts in the timbre qualities that can be
detected leveraging speaker embeddings. Nonetheless, the fusion of the
two embeddings improves the predictions in all the considered scenarios,
reaching an AUC = 0.99 in the case of the complete dataset. We can
conclude that the concatenation of the two embeddings provides a more
comprehensive and significant representation of the input speech signal,
leading to higher binary classification performances.
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Figure 5.6: ROC curves obtained for the three models using different embed-
dings (ProsoSpeaker, Speaker Emb, Prosody Emb) and tested on the three
scenarios (TTS, VC, ALL).
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Figure 5.7: Confusion matrices obtained for the three models using different
embeddings (ProsoSpeaker, Speaker Emb, Prosody Emb) and tested on the
three scenarios (TTS, VC, ALL).

5.5 Compression Robustness
In these final tests we verify the robustness of ProsoSpeaker to different
types of compressions. This is definitely the most real-world scenario,
as compressions are commonly applied to DFs to make them even more
difficult to detect. As a starting point, we test the model on the three
versions of ASVspoof 2019 LA eval sets compressed at different bitrates
described in Section 4.5. Figure 5.9 shows the correspondent AUC, EER
and balanced accuracy values for different compression bitrates. The
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detector’s performance deteriorates as we increase the compression factor,
observing AUC and EER values dropping by 2 and 4%, respectively,
between the two extreme cases. Balanced accuracy decreases significantly
when compression is firstly introduced, with a drop of 4% between the
no-compression and 128 kBits/s cases. At the same time, it maintains
stable values when the bitrate decreases, falling only by 1% between
128 and 32 kBit/s cases. We can conclude that, overall, the proposed
system, thanks to its high-level semantic approach, is able to maintain
its effectiveness even in presence of heavy signal compression.

Finally, we report the results computed over the DF partition of
ASVspoof 2021 in which the synthesis and post-processing manipulation
techniques are unknown. For this reason, together with the very high
number of signals in this unseen dataset, this final scenario represents
the most complex one. As for the 2019 case of Section 5.2, we test the
abilities of the method in separating the two classes, REAL and DF. The
histogram in Figure 5.8 shows the results. Overall the classes are well
separated, however a considerable amount of REAL audio falls closely to
the DF side, while the opposite is true to a lesser extent. This result is
less successful than the ASVspoof 2019 case, representing a much more
controlled and less complex case. Regarding the ROC curves and metrics,
the ProsoSpeaker method’s results are reported respectively in Figure 5.10
and Table 5.4, together with those obtained with the three considered
baselines, namely RawNet2 and two versions of ResNet. Our method
performs significantly better than all the others, with a difference of
≈ 7% on both EER and AUC compared to RawNet2, which is the best
performing baseline. The performance improvement on the baselines is
even more significant than that obtained on ASVspoof 2019, proving great
robustness of our method in a realistic and challenging scenario.

Therefore, we can conclude that our method outperforms the main
state-of-the-art methods for all the considered scenarios and is also more
robust at compression. The best performing baseline RawNet2 between
the tests performed on ASVspoof 2019 and 2021 loses 16% in EER, 13.71 in
AUC and 15.02% in balanced accuracy. On the other hand, ProsoSpeaker
only loses 11.77% in EER, 7.26 in AUC and 14.27% in balanced accuracy.

Table 5.4: EER and AUC values for the proposed method and the
considered baselines, evaluated on ASVspoof 2021 DF eval set.

Model EER % AUC Bal. Acc. %

RawNet2 (Baseline) 24.15 84.19 76.64
Spec-ResNet (Baseline) 34.67 70.40 66.49

MFCC-ResNet (Baseline) 31.33 73.41 67.72
ProsoSpeaker (Ours) 17.16 91.59 80.16
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Figure 5.8: Histogram showing the distribution of the output scores of ProsoS-
peaker computed on ASVspoof 2021 eval set.
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Figure 5.9: ROC AUC, EER and Bal. Acc. values computed on compressed
versions of ASVspoof 2019 LA eval at different bitrates.

5.6 Conclusive Remarks
In this chapter, we have evaluated the proposed methodology through
five experiments to analyze different aspects and confront them with
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Figure 5.10: ROC curves of the proposed method and the considered baselines
computed on ASVspoof 2021 DF eval set.

state-of-the-art methods. We have first compared the proposed prosody
extraction methods and have chosen to incorporate the prosody encoder
into the whole pipeline definitively. Through correlation coefficients, we
have found that prosody and speaker embeddings do not share much
information. Regarding the goodness of the model, we have first observed
how ProsoSpeaker achieves excellent performance in a controlled environ-
ment such as ASVspoof 2019, outperforming all the considered baselines.
Subsequently, through an ablation study on the same dataset we validated
our initial hypothesis, i.e, that the speaker embeddings are effective in
detecting VC-generated audio, while the prosody embeddings in that of
TTS-generated audio. We have then found their combination beneficial,
especially in a mixed scenario where both technologies are considered.
Next, we found good generalization capabilities when testing the system
on several unseen datasets. As a final qualitative analysis we have focused
on robustness by testing the method first on versions of ASVspoof 2019
compressed at different bitrates and then on the DF partition of ASVpoof
2021 dataset, together with the baselines. In the first case, ProsoSpeaker
showed good stability in all evaluation metrics and in the second it proved
to be more robust to compression than the other methods.

In the next and final chapter, we will draw the summaries of our
research and propose possible future developments of the model.



6
Conclusions and Future Works

Recent developments in DL have produced a new media content synthesis
technology called deepfake, which can potentially have a damaging impact
on people’s lives. These generate counterfeited audio and video material
to discredit people’s reputations. This threat has raised the need to
implement systems that can automatically detect such forgeries with high
accuracy. As a result, the two areas of research dealing with generating
and detecting DFs are in constant development, with one constantly
trying to prevail over the other.

In this thesis we presented a method for audio DF detection, named
ProsoSpeaker, capable of detecting spoofed signals generated with the two
most common speech generation techniques: VC and TTS. Adopting a
semantic approach, we based our system on the concatenation of high-
level features, denoted as speaker fs and prosody fp embeddings. We used
this representation as input to a fast supervised binary classifier that
predicts whether the speech signal is authentic or synthetically generated.
fs encodes spectro-temporal aspects of the voice associated with the
speaker’s identity and is extracted through a state-of-the-art model for
ASV, called ECAPA-TDNN. On the other hand, fp encodes prosody,
associated with the voice’s tone and expression, and is extracted via a
prosody encoder, initially included in Tacotron.

To perform a robust evaluation, we have tested ProsoSpeaker on multi-
ple datasets containing both DF and REAL audio signals and used several
evaluation metrics. In addition, we have performed several experiments to
compare our work with state-of-the-art and test it in different scenarios.
We inspected its generalization capabilities over unseen datasets, intrinsic
functioning and robustness to real-world audio manipulation, as lossy
compression. The results validated our initial hypothesis, that speaker
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embeddings can detect DFs generated through VC algorithms, while
prosody embeddings are more effective with TTS synthesis. Nonethe-
less, the fusion the two embeddings has proved to be the more effective
strategy, achieving higher classification performances, good generalization
capabilities and robustness to lossy compression. The obtained results
validate the idea of exploiting semantic features to discriminate deepfakes
and highlight some of the aspects on which speech generators still fail.

We can still apply many improvements to the proposed methodology.
The first one focuses on improving the extraction of speaker and prosody
embeddings, obtaining a more discriminative and robust representation
of the two semantic features. For example, if we manage to reduce the
degree of correlation between prosody embedding features we could pro-
duce a more significative representation of the speech signal, beneficing
the method’s perfomrnace. For example, suppose we manage to reduce
the degree of correlation between the prosody and speaker embeddings.
In that case, we could produce a more meaningful representation of the
speech signal to benefit the method’s performance. Additional experi-
mental setups can be designed to individually validate the classification
capabilities of the two embeddings and understand how to improve the
performance of each. The final result will surely be even better once the
two representations are optimized and totally uncorrelated. Another pos-
sible improvement to the model might be considering a third embedding
that encodes an additional semantic aspect of the voice. For example,
we could include a representation of the emotionality of the voice, as
proposed in many works discussed in Section 2.4. Alternatively, we could
also consider a vector of low-level features that can detect the traces left by
the generation methods, as they may show signs of forgery that semantic
features do not capture. This can take inspiration from the numerous
artifacts-based approaches proposed in the state-of-the-art for audio DF
detection presented in Section 2.4. In this way, the analysis would focus
on two different levels at the same time, combining the advantages of the
two main DF detection methods based on high-level semantic aspects or
low-level artifact detection. Finally, we could consider the channel effects,
not related to the quality of the voice, but the recording environment.
The subtractive definition of prosody presented in Section 1.1.3 describes
it as what remains in audio after accounting for speaker identity and
channel effects. It follows that these three components may be able to
describe audio in its entirety. Therefore, this the channel effects represent
an additional level of analysis to detect DFs. For example, besides being
flawed in the generation of realistic voices and their semantic aspects,
voice synthesis techniques may recreate a non-natural sound environment
that we can leverage to detect them. As a result of these updates we
believe that the model may become more robust in recognizing audio DFs
and its overall performance may further improve.
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